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With Russia’s extensive use of hybrid warfare tech-
niques and cyberattacks in the war in Ukraine,
the increasing prevalence of cyberoperations in
armed conflicts and geostrategic rivalries has gar-
nered enhanced attention. However, the
phenomenon as such is not as new as it seems.
Digital capacities enhanced by artificial intelligence
(AI) and the instrumentalization of cyberspace are
utilized by state and non-state actors in their
struggle to advance geopolitical goals or business
interests. Amid the complexities of hybrid warfare
and cyberconflict, the present analysis by Eleonore
Pauwels draws particular attention to the techni-
cal, legal, and normative dimensions of offensive
proxy actors in cyberconflict. 

Cyberattacks are not only a challenge in relation
to attribution and accountability. They also reveal
the gaps and weaknesses in established interna-
tional norms and legal frameworks, and most
prominently, the powerlessness of international
humanitarian law.

However, it is an encouraging sign to see a growing
awareness among United Nations (UN) Member
States. A sense of urgency to address the unreg-
ulated actions of offensive proxy actors is
developing among the international community. 

For two decades (starting in 2004), engagement
on cybersecurity at the UN level mainly took place
in the Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) on
Advancing responsible state behavior in cyber-
space in the context of international security.

Since 2019, the GGE has been complemented
by an Open-ended Working Group (OEWG) on
security of and in the use of information and
communications technologies (see also the com-
parative analysis of both groups in Multilateralism
and the Rising Challenges of Global Insecurity). Both
processes are mandated by the General Assem-
bly, and thus, not legally binding.

Although the Security Council took up cyberthreats
to international peace and security rather late, dis-
cussions have intensified over the last three years.
Inter alia, an Arria-formula meeting has been co-
organized by Albania and the United States (U.S.)
on “The Responsibility and Responsiveness of
States to Cyberattacks on Critical Infrastructure.”
Most recently, the United Kingdom (UK) hosted a
high-level briefing on “Artificial Intelligence: Oppor-
tunities and Risks for International Peace and
Security.”

While all of these are encouraging developments,
they come rather late in the game and are mainly
attempts to catch up with the rapidly evolving
phenomena of offensive proxy actors in cyber-
conflicts. Therefore, we hope that the present
study not only illustrates the seriousness of these
threats to international security and the resilience
of societies, but also provides a set of useful rec-
ommendations for furthering the political
norm-setting process.

KAS New York wishes you an interesting read!
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Geopolitical tensions among great powers have
intensified over the past decade, ushering in an
era of multipolar competition. Traditional geopo-
litical risks are colliding with new, complex
challenges of the 21st century, such as the rise
of powerful non-state actors in cyberconflict. In
a 2021 report, the International Committee of
the Red Cross (ICRC) highlighted that “some non-
State actors have the potential to deliver effects
through cyber tools comparable to or exceeding
those available to many States.”1

Cyber offense has become a powerful business, a
pervasive threat, and global in scope. Research
for the present report started with an alarming
diagnosis: the rapid proliferation, commoditization,
and privatization of offensive cyber capabilities by
proxy actors with potentially devastating conse-
quences for international peace and security.2

What happens when private security firms, rogue
non-state actors, and transnational cybercriminal
groups exploit and trade cyberweapons as pow-
erful as those used by tech-leading nations? There
is a potential for escalation, hybrid warfare, and a
sharp decline in world order and in security
afforded to civilian populations and industries. The
human cost of offensive cyberoperations may
become disproportionate.3

The stakes are high. Very few strategic tools and
legal responses have been used successfully to
deter hostile non-state actors in cyberspace and
hold them accountable for the harm they impose
on societies across the globe. Cyber proxies tend
to be under-conceptualized in international legal
frameworks and, to some extent, occupy and
thrive in a “normative safe zone,”4 an ungoverned
space. Thus, the present report analyzes the
technical, legal, and normative dimensions of
the cyber proxy phenomenon as it manifests
today in its offensive forms, both in situations
of armed conflict and in advanced geostrate-
gic competition. The overall purpose of this
research project is to help delineate technical
and legal challenges and prospects for regulating
the role and involvement of offensive non-state
actors acting as proxy in cyberconflict.

The scope of the report focuses on the array of
cyberthreat actors that conduct or contribute to
offensive cyberoperations which align with a state
or a group within a state, support a state’s
national interests, or are tacitly permitted by a
state. Cyberconflict can be framed as strategic
conflict in cyberspace pursued by actors moti-
vated by geostrategic and competitive economic
interests, posing a “threat to national and regional
peace and security architectures” and impacting

3

1 International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), Avoiding Civilian Harm from Military Cyberoperations during Armed Conflict: ICRC
Expert Meeting 21–22 January 2020 – Geneva, 2021, p. 34, https://shop.icrc.org/avoiding-civilian-harm-from-military-cyber-
operations-during-armed-conflicts-icrc-expert-meeting-21-22-january-2020-geneva-pdf-en.html.

2 Report of the Working Group on the use of mercenaries as a means of violating human rights and impeding the exercise of the
right of peoples to self-determination, “The human rights impacts of mercenaries, mercenary-related actors and private military
and security companies engaging in cyberactivities,” A/76/151, 15 July 2021. See McGuire, M., Nation States, Cyberconflict, and the
Web of Profit, 2021, https://threatresearch.ext.hp.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/hp-bps-web-of-profit-report_APR_2021.pdf.
See also Microsoft, “Response to United Nations (UN) Working Group on the Use of Mercenaries,” October 2021,
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/Documents/Issues/Mercenaries/WG/CyberMercenaries/MSFT-Response.pdf. See also
Microsoft, Microsoft Digital Defense Report 2022, 2022,
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE5bUvv?culture=en-us&country=us.

3 See Gisel, L. and Olejnik, L., The Potential Human Cost of Cyber Operations: ICRC Expert Meeting 14-16 November 2018 – Geneva,
ICRC, 2019, https://www.icrc.org/en/document/potential-human-cost-cyber-operations.

4 See Maurer, T., Cyber Mercenaries: The State, Hackers, and Power (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018), p. 129.
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“strategic targets, democratic processes and wider
civilian populations.”5 For the purpose of this report,
we define “hostile” or “offensive cyber operations”
as operations “that alter, disrupt, deceive, degrade
or destroy computer systems or networks, or oth-
erwise undermine the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of computer systems or networks for indi-
viduals and communities.”6 This category of hostile
activities in cyberspace can be part of cyber warfare
but also occur in adversarial situations that do not
clearly meet the threshold of an armed conflict.
Cybersecurity, armed conflict, and legal experts use
the term “grey zone” to “describe how actors may
be using hostile cyber (or other) operations in a
harmful manner yet designed to avoid eliciting a
conventional military response by the target, includ-
ing through blurring the identification by the target
of the applicable legal framework.”7

The strategic goals of the report are twofold.
First, by providing in-depth evidence on how states
increasingly rely on offensive cyber proxy activity, the
report aims to inform policymakers, legal experts, civil
society, and multilateral institutions about the emerg-
ing strategies at play to obfuscate technical and legal
attribution and escape accountability. The Technical
Section also addresses geostrategic and governance
implications, including those relevant to disarmament
and non-proliferation regimes. Second, by analyzing
how international law applies to cyber proxy offen-
sive operations, the report aims to identify legal
ambiguities and potential opportunities to support
ongoing normative and policy processes at the mul-
tilateral level. Two Case Studies focus respectively

on situations of armed conflict and grey zone oper-
ations. In particular, there is a pressing need to build
collective capacity to hold cyber proxies accountable
for civilian harm by strengthening mechanisms for
prevention, investigation, prosecution, and remedy.
The report provides states with governance recom-
mendations for increased normative cooperation
grounded in international law, as well as collabora-
tion in non-proliferation and cybercrime prevention.

The Framing Section reviews how cyber proxy
activity has been conceptualized in the past and
whether these frameworks resist the evolving
nature of cyberconflict. Experts in cybersecurity
and international relations have long postulated sev-
eral hypotheses to explain nation states’ increasing
reliance on cyber proxies. In terms of political and
economic cost management, proxies in the cyber-
arms industry allow states not only to avoid direct
military action but also to efficiently acquire and
employ capabilities that might be prohibitively expen-
sive to develop in-house within military units. Using
cyber proxies may also constitute a winning strategy
to benefit from plausible deniability. Cyber-
weapons are stealthy and effective and can be
launched below the threshold of war with a high
degree of automation, anonymity, and opacity. Their
use can be outsourced in multi-stage operations to
proxy actors located at arms’ length of a nation state
and in different jurisdictions. As such, nation states
can achieve an “opportunistic dissociation” from the
means of cyber aggression—which is much more
difficult to do in kinetic situations—and therefore
potentially escape attribution of responsibility and
liability. The UN Working Group on the use of mer-
cenaries offers another substantial argument that
refers to the state-centric nature of multilateral
governance and international law: “unlike States
that are subject to international human rights and
humanitarian law protocols, they [cyber proxies] tend
to operate outside the purview of such protocols,
making attribution, arrests and prosecution difficult.”8

4

5 van der Waag-Cowling, N., “Stepping into the breach: military responses to global cyber insecurity,” ICRC Humanitarian Law & Policy Blog,
2021, https://blogs.icrc.org/law-and-policy/2021/06/17/military-cyber-insecurity/.

6 Resolution adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 16 December 2021, A/76/151, “Use of mercenaries as a means of
violating human rights impeding the exercise of the right of peoples to self-determination,” p. 5, https://documents-dds-
ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N21/401/86/PDF/N2140186.pdf?OpenElement. 

7 ICRC, Avoiding Civilian Harm from Military Cyberoperations during Armed Conflict, p.15.
8 See A/76/151, p. 11-12, para. 37.
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The Technical Section sheds light on the harmful
convergence between the cyberarms and cyber-
crime industries and the offensive proxy
capacities these industries bring to an increasing
number of nation states and potentially violent
actors. This section covers, among others, the fol-
lowing questions: How is great power competition
shaping the private market of offensive cyber capa-

bilities? How are nation states engaging with the
underground cyberarms industry and the intercon-
nected cybercrime economy? How are these recent
technical trends impacting the normative framework
for responsible behavior in cyberspace? Technical
findings unveil the polymorphous and adaptive
nature of cyber proxy relationships. In particular, it
demonstrates how an array of nation states is
increasingly engaging in various types of knowl-
edge and technological transfer with the
underground cyberarms and cybercrime indus-
tries to further their geostrategic interests and
enable disruptive forms of economic, industrial,
and political warfare. This section uncovers the
tacit strategies used by some nation states and their
cyber proxies to benefit from both cyberarms and
cybercrime, but also to fuel those nefarious indus-
tries with the goal to cause and amplify economic
harm, chaos, and insecurity in cyberspace. The
increased permeability between the clandestine
cyberarms and cybercrime industries and the
blurring of their actors’ modi operandi severely
complicates the production of evidence for legal
attribution and regulation across borders and
jurisdictions.

Regulating the role and involvement of proxy
actors in the provision of offensive cyberservices
requires clarifying the interpretation of and
existing legal ambiguities on how international

law applies to cyberspace. The Legal Section does
so by reviewing Article 8 of the International Law
Commission’s (ILC) Articles on State Responsibility,
as well as the different bodies of international law
(the UN Charter, international human rights law
(IHRL), international humanitarian law (IHL), The
Rome Statute, customary international law, and the
normative acquis). As explained by the UN Working
Group on the use of mercenaries, multilateral dis-
cussions need to (a) define, in more precise terms,
what constitutes offensive cyber activities including
cyberwarfare and cyberattacks; (b) develop agreed
methods to identify the source of cyberattacks and
other cyber activities and to attribute such attacks
or activities to particular persons or entities; (c) qual-
ify, in legal terms, the relationship between the
non-state actor and the state on behalf of which
such activities are undertaken, if at all; and (d) deter-
mine whether particular cyber activities constitute
involvement or direct or indirect participation in
ongoing hostilities.9

Three Case Studies are presented to address: (1)
the proliferation of cyber proxies in the ongoing
invasion of Ukraine by the Russian Federation and
(2) the use of cyber proxies in grey zone ransomware
operations on civilian critical infrastructures. A short
synopsis will also elaborate the role of influence
operations and cybersurveillance in conflict.

The Governance Section provides a succinct
assessment of the potential legal and opera-
tional responses by states to counter cyber
proxies’ offensive activity, including the norma-
tive tools and practices that could provide a basis
for strengthening security and accountability in
cyberspace. The ongoing war of aggression in
Ukraine and its cyber component has prompted
momentous legal and policy discussions. The
ongoing conflict is the first instance of integrating
cyberwarfare into an armed conflict and marks a
turning point in collective defense collaborations.
This final section closes with recommendations for
increased normative cooperation grounded in inter-
national law, as well as collaboration in
non-proliferation and cybercrime prevention.
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“normative safe zone,” an
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9 See Idem, p. 12, para. 38.



InTernaTIonal laW anD 
seCUrITY In CYberspaCe

• To provide accountability in cyberspace, states
and non-state actors should aim to attribute
offensive operations by cyber proxies. To the
extent possible, governments should coordi-
nate and collaborate on the evidentiary process
necessary for attribution, investigation, and
prosecution and engage in proportionate col-
lective response.

• States should investigate, prosecute, and
impose sanctions for alleged violations of inter-
national humanitarian law and human rights
abuses by cyber proxies, including private sec-
tor offensive actors, and provide effective
remedies to victims.

• To clarify how international legal frameworks
apply to cyberspace, states should define how
they understand their obligations under inter-
national law. In the case of offensive operations
by cyber proxies, it may be relevant for states
to clarify their position on rules and principles
of customary international law (including sov-
ereignty and due diligence), as well as Article 8
of the International Law Commission’s Draft
Articles on Responsibility of States for Interna-
tionally Wrongful Acts. Article 8 establishes the
principle of attribution of conduct to a State.

• To better anticipate evolving threats by cyber
proxies and more proactively achieve account-
ability, states should engage in multilateral
dialogues that can help them identify and
address the strategies, behaviors, and modus
operandi of cyber proxies. Such dialogues
could be instrumental to better understand
the different ways that offensive operations by
cyber proxies may violate IHL and IHRL and
elaborate new norms, remedy, and reparation
mechanisms.

sYnerGIes WITH CYberCrIMe 
preVenTIon

• States should build collective resilience to
cybercrime operations enabled or sanctioned
by other states, counter illicit finance that
underpins the cybercrime ecosystem, work
with the private sector to disrupt and defend
against cybercrime and ransomware as a serv-
ice, and pursue the actors responsible to the
full extent permitted under each partner coun-
try’s applicable laws and relevant authorities.

• States should address the industrialization of
cybercrime across appropriate multilateral for-
mats to establish broader-based practices,
actions, and norms and cooperate internation-
ally across all elements of the cybercrime threat
ecosystem.

sYnerGIes WITH DIsarMaMenT
anD non-prolIferaTIon

• States should implement a transparent and
operational framework to determine what ele-
ments of offensive cyberactivity constitute
inherently governmental functions and what
elements constitute closely associated func-
tions that can be performed by private sector
actors. For instance, when a State aims to pre-
vent a potential cyberattack and neutralize an
adversary’s system, can this function strictly be
operated by military personnel or can it be exe-
cuted by a cybersecurity contractor?

• States should refrain from recruiting, using,
financing, and trading with private sector cyber
offensive actors and effectively regulate these
offensive actors as well as private military and
security companies.

• Regulating the underground cyberarms indus-
try and its exchanges with hostile states and

6
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non-state actors is a massive and complex chal-
lenge for which traditional non-proliferation
approaches are inadequate. Any regulatory regime
for offensive cyber capabilities needs to move
beyond export control, severely target and reign
in private sector offensive actors, and oversee
innovation in civilian sectors.

• The sensitive nature of cyber defense and cyber
offense services—increasingly converging with AI
technologies—requires a rigorous set of actions
across the military and civilian sectors for compa-
nies to meet their responsibilities and be in full
compliance with international human rights law,
international humanitarian law, and international
criminal law.

7

a Un perManenT aCCoUnTabIlITY MeCHanIsM for CYberspaCe

A growing number of experts have argued in favor of the development of a standing accountability body to
support responsible state behavior in cyberspace, a permanent UN mechanism to deal with cyberspace as
a domain of conflict.10 In the New Agenda for Peace published in July 2022, the UN Secretary-General calls for
establishing an independent multilateral accountability mechanism for the malicious use of cyberspace by
States to reduce incentives for such conduct.11 In the past, UN working groups have provided strategic
forums for policy and normative discussions but have been limited in their capacity to ensure accountability
in cyberspace.12

As James Lewis explains, legal and political attribution of offensive cyberoperations should remain a sovereign
responsibility and a state should ultimately remain in charge of the evidentiary process and the political
analysis (trade-off) that comes with attribution.13 Yet, the multilateral dimension can offer strategic support in
“developing common evidentiary standards and information-sharing mechanisms for coordination of collective
attribution.”14 As Lewis elaborates, “Coordinated attribution of malicious activity will require better information
sharing between partners, and perhaps new mechanisms for sharing and harmonization, but will greatly
strengthen the political effect of any accusation.”15 To increase accountability, states will also need to collaborate
on “a broadly accepted menu of possible consequences and an ability to ensure that any consequences
imposed are both proportional to the initial incident and consistent with international law and practice.”16

10 See Lewis, J., Creating Accountability for Global Cyber Norms, Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), 23 February 2022,
https://www.csis.org/analysis/creating-accountability-global-cyber-norms. See also CyberPeace Institute and Moriani, L., “Untangling
Accountability in Cyberspace,” CyberPeace Institute, 21 July 2022, https://cyberpeaceinstitute.org/news/untangling-accountability-in-
cyberspace/. See also Microsoft Digital Defense Report 2022, p. 53. 

11 See Our Common Agenda: Policy Brief 9—A New Agenda for Peace, United Nations, July 2023, p. 27,
https://www.un.org/sites/un2.un.org/files/our-common-agenda-policy-brief-new-agenda-for-peace-en.pdf.

12 The UN Open-ended Working Group on developments in the field of information and telecommunications in the context of
international security (OEWG) is an initiative established by the United Nations to address issues related to security and information
technologies. The group aimed to promote discussions among Member States, industry stakeholders, and civil society on the
responsible use of cyberspace, norms, rules, and principles governing state behavior in cyberspace, and the protection of critical
infrastructure. The OEWG provides a platform for multilateral dialogue and cooperation to enhance cybersecurity but remains limited in
preventing potential threats in the digital domain and helping ensure accountability. For an analysis, see Pauwels, E., Multilateralism and
the Rising Challenges of Global Insecurity, Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, 2022, https://www.kas.de/en/web/newyork/single-title/-
/content/multilateralism-and-the-rising-challenges-of-global-cyber-insecurity. The UN has also been engaged in discussions and
initiatives related to the use of mercenaries and private military and security companies, particularly under the Working Group on the
use of mercenaries as a part of its mandate to address issues concerning private military and security companies, including those
operating in cyberspace. The focus of such discussions typically revolves around human rights implications, accountability, and
regulation of these private actors in various contexts, including cyber operations.

13 Lewis, Creating Accountability for Global Cyber Norms, p. 4-7.
14 Idem, p. 9.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
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This is a crucial collaborative endeavor, which could help address some of the most worrisome trends illus-
trated in this report, in particular the merger and exploitation of the cyberarms and cybercrime industries by
nation states. Such a multilateral accountability mechanism would be instrumental:

• To build capacity and strengthen methods and practices to monitor offensive activity by cyber proxies, and
support the evidentiary process required for coordinated attribution, investigation, and prosecution efforts,
both in situations of peace and conflict; this could lead to a coordinated capacity for technical, legal, and
political attribution that could benefit states with less expertise and capabilities. 

• To collaborate on a range of internationally lawful responses with important implications to hold states
and non-state actors accountable for hostile behaviors in cyberspace.

• To better analyze and anticipate current and evolving forms of offensive cyberoperations and the modus
operandi, strategies, and behaviors of cyber proxies; such anticipatory analysis and foresight capacity
could support prevention and mitigation of civilian harm and would progressively constitute an “institutional
memory” of evolving threats in cyberconflict.

• To develop understanding of the evolving forms of dual-use technologies in cyberspace and related tech-
nological and knowledge transfer between actors; such interest in adaptive governance and responsible
innovation would help modernize disarmament and non-proliferation efforts.

• To support ongoing normative efforts that aim to clarify how international law applies to cyberspace, in
particular discussions to reaffirm states’ obligations and responsibilities (including in their relationships
with proxies), and to clarify the under-conceptualized, under-regulated zone that non-state actors occupy
in cyberspace (for example, the legal definition of cyber proxies or cyber mercenaries).

• To support capacity-building efforts that involve countries most impacted by the digital and cybersecurity
divides.

eXIsTInG Un forUMs for polICY DebaTe

The UN Open-ended Working Group on developments in the field of information and telecommuni-
cations in the context of international security (OEWG) is an initiative established by the United Nations
to address issues related to security and information technologies. The group aimed to promote discussions
among Member States, industry stakeholders, and civil society on the responsible use of cyberspace, norms,
rules, and principles governing state behavior in cyberspace, and the protection of critical infrastructure. The
OEWG provides a platform for multilateral dialogue and cooperation to enhance cybersecurity but remains
limited in preventing potential threats in the digital domain and helping ensure accountability. 

The UN has been engaged in discussions and initiatives related to the use of mercenaries and private military
and security companies—particularly under the UN Working Group on the use of mercenaries—as a part
of its mandate to address issues concerning private military and security companies, including those operating
in cyberspace. The focus of such discussions typically revolves around human rights implications, accountability,
and regulation of these private actors in various contexts, including cyberoperations.
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Over the last several years, we have witnessed
an accelerated blurring of the traditional
boundaries that have kept the world in rela-
tive order. Distinctions between offensive and
defensive technologies, between public and pri-
vate sectors, and between criminal endeavors,
state power, and military agency have become
less clear-cut. Cyber proxy and cyber mercenary
activities have long challenged expert analysis
and rules of governance, further blurring those
already fading lines.

How has nation state cyber proxy activity been
conceptualized in the past decade? And does
this framework resist the evolving nature of cyber-
conflict?

The concept of “cyber proxies” is central to
understanding the complex set of alliances and
arrangements that exist and keep evolving
between states and non-state actors in cyber-
space. Yet, salient academic efforts to capture
cyber proxy activity have revealed how this phe-
nomenon tends to escape fixed definition and
categories. In 2021, the UN Working Group on
the use of mercenaries clearly synthesized the
difficulty with framing cyber proxy activity, stating
“It is also difficult to ascertain the exact extent
and nature of the provision of those services,
given the highly sensitive nature of such opera-
tions and the secrecy and opaqueness that
characterize the cyberindustry. More research is
needed to identify which actors are delivering

what kind of services. Current research on how
States and non-State actors contract for cyber
capabilities and what kind of services they are
purchasing is both imperfect and incomplete.”17

Starting a decade ago, several experts have elo-
quently deconstructed existing misconceptions
about the nature of cyber proxy activity, refusing
to frame it primarily as a top-down, state-centric
activity. In 2011, with deep practical knowledge
of the cyber domain, Jason Healey approached
states’ involvement with proxies not as rigid, cod-
ified forms of deputization but as a spectrum of
engagement, from coordinated to tacit.18 In 2015,
Nicolò Bussolati brought to light early analysis of
the challenges to international law posed by non-
state actors’ engagement in cyberwarfare.19 And
in 2016, Kubo Mačák provided an in-depth legal
analysis of the ambiguities in attribution of cyber
proxy activity by decoding the standards of attri-
bution built into the body of the law of state
responsibility.20 In his 2018 monograph Cyber
Mercenaries: The State, Hackers, and Power, Tim

fraMInG THe CYber proXY 
pHenoMenon

17 See A/76/151, p. 11, para. 34.
18 Healey, J., “The Spectrum of National Responsibility for Cyberattacks,” The Brown Journal of World Affairs, Vol. 18, No. 1 (Fall/Winter

2011): p. 57–70, https://www.jstor.org/stable/24590776.
19 Bussolati, N., “The Rise of Non-State Actors in Cyberwarfare,” in Ohlin, J.D., Govern, K., and Finkelstein, C. (eds.), Cyber War: Law

and Ethics for Virtual Conflicts (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015), p. 102-126,
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2764185.

20 Mačák, K., “Decoding Article 8 of the International Law Commission’s Articles on State Responsibility: Attribution of Cyber
Operations by Non-State Actors,” Journal of Conflict and Security Law, Vol. 21, Issue 3 (Winter 2016): p. 405-428,
https://academic.oup.com/jcsl/article/21/3/405/2525375.   

“
We have witnessed an
accelerated blurring of the
traditional boundaries between
offensive and defensive
technologies, between public and
private sectors, and between
criminal endeavors, state power,
and military agency.



Maurer evokes early debates about cyberconflict in
2013 and explains how “the debate was state-cen-
tric, while the media was full of reports about the
significant role non-state actors play in this field,
including private companies such as Gamma Inter-
national and Vupen, hacktivist groups from
Anonymous to the Syrian Electronic Army, and cyber-
criminals operating with impunity from different
hotspots around the world.”21

Since then, a new strain of research and analysis
has confirmed that proxy relationships between
states and an array of non-state actors have grown
increasingly complex. In 2018 and 2019 respectively,
David Sanger and Ben Buchanan wrote gripping
accounts that illustrate the importance of plausible
deniability and the strategic logic for states to “func-
tion,” almost as a symbiosis with non-state actors in
modern geopolitical conflicts. In 2019, Andreas Krieg
and Jean-Marc Rickli focused on the game-changing
element that emerging technologies, AI, and automa-
tion represented when outsourcing cyberwarfare to
proxies.23 In 2021, Nicole Perlroth published the syn-
thesis of 10 years of research outlining the role of
hackers and private sector offensive actors in the
clandestine cyberarms industry and the global cyber-
weapons arms race it has sparked.24 In 2021, Michael
McGuire provided a criminological perspective in a
striking report based on field interviews showing the
integration of cybercrime—the “Web of Profit”—in
today’s statecraft.25 In 2022, Justin Sherman pub-
lished an enlightening policy brief with a focus on
the Russian web of non-state actors—from front
companies to state-tapped individuals, hacktivists
to cybercriminals—and their complex relationships

with the state. Sherman emphasizes that “proxy as
a universal term fails to capture the gradations of
the State’s involvement with hackers, assuming a
top-down hierarchical relationship that is not always
present in Russia.”26

The present report converges with these previous
and recent research efforts by unveiling the poly-
morphous and adaptive nature of cyber proxy
relationships. Still, in an attempt to characterize
cyber proxy activity, the work of Maurer remains
particularly useful and relevant for two reasons.27

First, Maurer’s conceptualization is open and com-
prehensive enough to reflect the evolving nature of
the phenomenon. Cyber proxies can be considered
as “intermediaries that conduct or directly contribute
to an offensive cyber action that is enabled know-
ingly, whether actively or passively, by a beneficiary.”28

The notion therefore encompasses the different
contemporary ways that states can either mandate
and assist in the conduct of cyberattacks, support
and fund hostile cyber activities, or merely allow
such actions to be waged. To frame nation states’
relationships with cyber proxies, Maurer establishes
a typology that includes contractual delegation of
authority, orchestration, and sanctioning. Delegation
represents a type of legal deputization where “clear
responsibilities are assigned to proxies through the
channels of municipal law and policy, for example
to undertake pre-emptive strikes against perceived
cyberthreats on critical infrastructure.”29 Municipal
law often provides the legal framework within a
state's jurisdiction that allows its government to
authorize and conduct cyber operations, including
pre-emptive strikes, in accordance with its domestic
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28 Idem, p. XI.
29 See A/76/151, p. 10, para. 31.
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laws and regulations. Orchestration does not involve
contractual or legal delegation, nor oversight, but
consists in providing cyber proxies with enabling
support that can vary in focus and intensity, such as
political, financial, or logistical means. Sanctioning
implies that a nation state does not multilaterally
acknowledge, but rather overlooks and tolerates,
cyber proxy activity that emanates from its territory
and may serve its strategic interest.

Second, Maurer avoids the conceptual trap of cate-
gorizing cyber proxies by intent, as motivations and
goals are rarely static and clear-cut for those actors.
The next section of this report will illustrate the
increasing permeability between cyber proxies’
intents, business models, strategies, and behaviors.
Some hackers’ groups employ their offensive serv-
ices in an informal, opaque relationship with a nation
state while also pursuing financial revenue strategies
through cybercrime. Maurer therefore focuses on
the strategic logic for nation states to employ
proxies in cyberspace: to conduct tactical and per-
sistent threat operations beyond kinetic reach and
conventional military capabilities, to dissuade and
weaken adversaries, and ultimately to “project
power” in cyberspace. 

Experts in cybersecurity and international relations
have long postulated several hypotheses to explain
nation states’ increasing reliance on cyber proxies.
In terms of political and economic cost manage-
ment, proxies in the cyberarms industry allow states
not only to avoid direct military action but also to
efficiently acquire and employ capabilities that might
be prohibitively expensive to develop in-house within
military units. Using cyber proxies may also allow
nation states to benefit from plausible deniability.
Cyberweapons are stealthy and effective and can
be launched below the threshold of war with a high
degree of automation, anonymity and opacity. Their
use can be outsourced in multi-stage operations to
proxy actors located at arms’ length of a nation state
and in different jurisdictions. Consequently, nation
states achieve an “opportunistic dissociation” from
the means of cyber aggression—which is much more
difficult to do in kinetic situations—and therefore

potentially escape attribution of responsibility and
liability. The UN Working Group on the use of merce-
naries offers another compelling argument that
speaks to the state-centric nature of multilateral gov-
ernance and international law: “unlike States that are
subject to international human rights and humani-
tarian law protocols, they [cyber proxies] tend to
operate outside the purview of such protocols, mak-
ing attribution, arrests, and prosecution difficult.”30 

WHaT are THe TYpes of offensIVe 
anD DefensIVe CapabIlITIes 
oUTsoUrCeD In CYberspaCe? 

Cyberservices include both the provision of expertise
and related support and the provision of cyberprod-
ucts (e.g., spyware and software) that can be
harnessed by states. Defensive services—from
antivirus software, patches, and firewalls to more
sophisticated algorithmic programs for cyberthreat
detection—are provided by cybersecurity firms to
public and private sector actors. Active cyber
defense has increasingly become part of what states
call “persistent engagement,” which refers to tech-
niques at the convergence of AI, cyber intelligence,
cyber protection, and cyber analytics to proactively
and predictively combat cyberattacks and protect
data assets. These specific services, whether active
or passive, fall within existing legal boundaries for
cybersecurity operations.

Yet, experts like Perlroth also describe the growth
of “a wildly lucrative, entirely unregulated gray market
for insanely dangerous digital weapons that private
hackers develop and then sell to the highest bid-
der.”31 Private sector firms, groups of hackers, and
other rogue operators all compete to provide offen-
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sive cyberservices. Malicious and offensive services
carried out by state-sponsored actors or proxies
working for states include the targeting of digital
assets and digital assets providers, surveillance, and
industrial espionage, as well as cyberattacks on crit-
ical infrastructures, elections, and information
operations. The UN Working Group on the use of
mercenaries emphasizes that “Both democratic and
non-democratic States acquire offensive technolo-
gies from external providers as do States with
in-house cyber capabilities as well as those without
such resources.”32 The multiple offensive cyberop-
erations that have been observed in recent years
include inter alia the below categories and have
increasingly targeted civilian populations and critical
entry-points in digital and physical infrastructures.

• Ransomware involves malicious actors breaking
into computer networks and locking digital infor-
mation until the victim pays for its release. Recent
high-profile attacks have cast a spotlight on this
rapidly expanding criminal industry. In 2021, FIN7
(also known or related to DarkSide), a sophisti-
cated advanced persistent threat (APT) group
connected with the Russian government, con-
ducted a double extortion attack on the Colonial
Pipeline Company. The oil company was threat-
ened with the leakage of stolen data in addition
to the data on its systems remaining encrypted
unless a ransom was paid. Colonial Pipeline paid
a ransom of 75 bitcoins (then equivalent to 4.4
million USD).33

• Supply chain attacks use malicious implants or
other vulnerabilities inserted prior to a system’s
installation with the goal to infiltrate and corrupt
datasets, hardware, software, operating systems,
or services at any point during the life cycle. In
2021, the supply chain of the software producer,
Kaseya Ltd, was infiltrated by ransomware, which
then corrupted the computer systems of its clients
through software update. The attack was perpe-
trated by the REvil (i.e., Ransomware Evil) group, a
Russian- speaking and Russia-based ransomware
gang.34 It disrupted the operations of around 1,500
companies and affected thousands of victims,
including nurseries, schools, pharmacies, and
supermarkets in 17 countries.

• Zero-day vulnerability attacks exploit a previ-
ously unknown hardware, firmware, or software
vulnerability. In 2021, four zero-day exploits of vul-
nerabilities in Microsoft Exchange were utilized to
gain initial access to servers and install backdoor
for data-exfiltration and ransom-seeking on more
than 5,000 unique servers in more than 115 coun-
tries. More than 10 APT groups were involved in
the attacks, including the prominent HAFNIUM
and BARIUM (also known as APT41 or the Winnti
Group), both allegedly sponsored by the Chinese
government.35 

• A distributed denial of service (DDoS) technique
consists in taking down a digital service by flooding
it with so much traffic data that the operating sys-
tem is unable to maintain functionality. In February
2022, as Russian forces gathered along the Ukrain-
ian border, DDoS attacks allegedly by Russian
threat actors targeted Ukraine’s armed forces,
defense ministry, public radio, and the two largest
national banks.36
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• Malware attacks consist in injecting malicious
code into computer systems for destructive pur-
poses, such as deleting datasets, running intrusive
programs, or corrupting operating systems. In
2017, the NotPetya malware was spread by a gen-
eral update to a tax accounting software used by
many Ukrainian businesses and impacted com-
panies around the world. While masquerading as
ransomware, NotPetya irreversibly encrypted
every infected machine’s operating system, thus
effectively destroying those computers. The attack
was attributed by the U.S. and UK governments
to the APT group Sandworm (also called IRIDIUM
and Unit 74455), which is allegedly a Russian
cybermilitary unit of the GRU (the Main Directorate
of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the
Russian Federation and the organization in charge
of Russian military intelligence).37 The estimated
global economic losses caused by the NotPetya
attack exceeded 10 billion USD.

WHo are THe THreaT aCTors UseD
In CYber proXY aCTIVITY?

The following types of non-state actors may be har-
nessed as proxies:

• APT groups are stealthy threat actors that con-
duct long-term, resource-intensive operations to
collect strategic intelligence and penetrate the
cyber defenses of potential targets in the public
and private sectors. APT groups are often closely
associated with a state. They have the in-house
capacity to deploy sophisticated AI and cyber
offense strategies. In April 2022, Microsoft’s digital
security unit reported that several APT groups rep-
resenting Russian government security services

had been active through 2021 to compromise
“organisations that could provide valuable intelli-
gence on a Ukrainian military, diplomatic, or
humanitarian response to Russian military
action.”38 State-sponsored APT groups have been
involved in the advanced attacks that targeted the
U.S. company SolarWinds in 2020 and Microsoft
Exchange servers in 2021.39 In both cases, the
threat actors conducted indiscriminate cyberop-
erations that resulted in harm to thousands of
civilian institutions, including schools, medical facil-
ities, and critical infrastructure platforms.

• Cybermilitias function often on a voluntary basis
and coalesce around varied forms of organization,
from a simple forum to a more cohesive non-state
entity. Members of cybermilitias may not exhibit
the same level of sophisticated skills as APT
groups. They may not necessarily benefit from a
state’s sustained financial support and may not
be engaged in furthering long-term geostrategic
interests. Still, cybermilitias may be used in cyber
espionage and surveillance, information opera-
tions, and, in certain circumstances, offensive
cyberoperations against critical digital assets and
infrastructures. It is important to note that uni-
versity students and youth movements are
sometimes involved in cybermilitias. Starting with
“information warfare” units in the late 1990s, China
has built a strong structure of cybermilitias that
recruit hackers, both in the private sector and
within highly-skilled university programs.40 In 2011,
reports revealed that members of the pro-Kremlin
youth movement, Nashi, had been involved in
cyber and information operations.41 As early as
2011, the Syrian Electronic Army gathered hackers,
including youth, to conduct surveillance and cyber-
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attacks against media organizations and oppo-
nents seen as critical of the Assad regime.42

Another example of formal cybermilitias is the
Estonian Defense League’s cyber unit, born in the
wake of the 2007 cyberattacks that targeted the
country. The Estonian government helped recruit
civilian cybersecurity experts to form this cyber
unit, which is supposed to function as a regular
army in situations of cyberconflict.43 There is a
parallel with Kyiv’s “IT Army,” a large group of
approximately 400,000 civilians who, in the ongo-
ing conflict with the Russian Federation,
volunteered their services to support Ukraine’s
government in offensive cyberoperations.
Ukraine’s “IT Army” is reported to operate at the
direction of the government, with specific tasks
and a target list assigned through a Telegram
channel, including requests to conduct cyberat-
tacks against Russian and Belarusian targets.44

• Groups of hacktivists may include civilians who
voluntarily engage in hacking for ideological, polit-
ical, religious, or patriotic reasons. Such groups
usually act independently from the strategic
agenda of a state. For instance, the “Cyber Parti-
sans” is an independent Belarusian hacktivist
group that “has claimed responsibility for several
major cyberattacks, including a high-profile oper-
ation against the Belarusian railway system that
reportedly halted Russian ground artillery and
troop movement into Ukraine.”45 Another example
is the global hacktivist group Anonymous that
came to life in response to the Islamic State’s (IS)
violent propaganda on social media.46 Progres-
sively, Anonymous organized a form of digital
resistance, combining cyber espionage, hacking
techniques, and automated bots to compromise
IS websites, networks, and social media presence.

• Cybercriminals, increasingly organized in cyber-
crime syndicates, are criminal groups that use
the holding and theft of corporate, institutional, or
population data, and digital assets as an extortion
mechanism. They are profit-driven individuals or
groups that either operate for their own benefits
or increasingly lend their extortion mechanisms
as a service to benefit other state-sponsored rogue
actors. The Microsoft Digital Defense Report 2022
shows how cybercriminals continue to function as
extremely sophisticated profit enterprises. For
instance, the report insists on the evolution from
what was portrayed as “ransomware gangs” to a
full-spectrum ransomware economy where “sep-
arate entities build malware, gain access to victims,
deploy ransomware, and handle extortion negoti-
ations.”47 The Microsoft report explains how key
affiliates from Conti, one of the most active ran-
somware groups in the past years, dissolved
operations in mid-2022 to “re-emerge months later
and redistribute their technical capabilities and
resources to new groups.”48

• Private military and security companies con-
stitute a growing category of actors that can deploy
offensive cyber capabilities. They range from small
companies with cutting-edge expertise in cyber
and AI technologies to larger corporate groups in
the military and defense sector. Some of the
largest defense contractors active across the full
spectrum of cyberoperations are Raytheon, Lock-
heed Martin, Booz Allen Hamilton, Science
Applications International Corporation (SAIC), and
CACI International. Other private sector offensive
actors include the NSO Group (based in Israel),
Hacking Team (based in Italy), and the DarkMatter
Group (based in the United Arab Emirates). The
2021 UN Working Group on the use of mercenar-
ies emphasizes that “The evolving threat of the
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privatization of cybersecurity attacks through a
new generation of private companies referred to
as so-called ‘cybermercenaries’ is proliferating, and
there is an increasingly blurred line separating the
private and national spheres.”49 Cybersecurity
experts have voiced concerns underlining that
“cyber mercenaries bring world-class capabilities
to countries with low human rights protection,
rule of law, and good governance.”50 According to
the CyberPeace Institute, “private operations that
are run on behalf of state actors in a self-regulated
market provide a stress test to states’ will and
capacity to monitor and enforce its obligations to
respect, protect and fulfil human rights; some
deliberately choose to use mercenaries in an
attempt to escape accountability.”51

The term “cyber mercenaries” poses important
definitional problems. The elements that frame
the concept of mercenary are enumerated in Arti-
cle 47 of Additional Protocol I to the Geneva
Convention of 1949. Six specific criteria have to

be met for an actor to be considered as a merce-
nary: special recruitment; direct participation in
hostility; desire for private gain as primary moti-
vation; neither a national of a party to conflict nor
a resident of territory controlled by a party; not a
member of the armed forces of a party to the
conflict; and not sent by another state on official
duty as a member of its armed forces. Yet, the
application of these criteria to cyber offense does
not reflect what is happening in cyberspace. The
collusion and permeability between different types
of cyber proxies has implications that might not
fit the above criteria related to special recruitment,
hierarchy, nationality, and residence. The criteria
of private gain as primary motivation also poses
problems. Some APT groups might demonstrate
mixed behaviors of being involved in state-spon-
sored cyber offense, but also committing
cybercrime. Patriotic hackers may conduct offen-
sive cyberoperations for ideological reasons and
not for private gain. There are also several levels
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of dissociation and a certain amount of opacity in
the supply chain for offensive and intrusive cyber-
operations, which means that not every “supplier”
will have a good sense of what the code is
intended for and whom it is aiming to target. In its
2021 report, the UN Working Group on the use
of mercenaries concurred with the above argu-
ments, recognizing that the scope of the definition
of mercenary and mercenary-related activities did
not reflect the activities conducted by non-state
actors in cyberspace.52 The Working Group
decided to focus on “the range of military and
security services provided in cyberspace which

can generate mercenary-related activities in order
to stimulate a discussion on how better to frame
and address them.”53

Microsoft has proposed framing the concept of
mercenarism in cyberspace as the adversarial
activities of private military and security companies
(PMSCs) that manufacture and sell cyberweapons
or what Microsoft researchers call “private sector
offensive actors” (PSOAs).54 Such a conceptualiza-
tion also reflects the growing importance of the
cyberarms industry. 

52 A/76/151, p. 5, para. 7.
53 Idem, p. 6, para. 14.
54 See Microsoft, “Response to the United Nations (UN) Working Group on the Use of Mercenaries,” p. 2.
55 See ICRC, International Humanitarian Law and Cyber Operations during Armed Conflicts (ICRC position paper submitted to the Open-

Ended Working Group on Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the Context of International Security
and the Group of Governmental Experts on Advancing Responsible State Behaviour in Cyberspace in the Context of International
Security, November 2019), International Review of the Red Cross (2020), 102 (913), https://international-
review.icrc.org/sites/default/files/reviews-pdf/2021-03/ihl-and-cyber-operations-during-armed-conflicts-913.pdf.

56 A/76/151, p. 5.
57 Ibid.

GlossarY

• Cybercrime is described by the United Nations
Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) as an “act
that violates the law, which is perpetrated using
information and communication technology (ICT)
to either target networks, systems, data, websites
and/or technology or facilitate a crime.”

• Cyber espionage is framed by UNODC and secu-
rity experts as unauthorized methods of
intelligence collection. It can be perpetrated by
“government actors, state-sponsored or state-
directed groups, or others acting on behalf of a
government” for economic gain, competitive or
military advantage, or political reasons.

• Cyberwarfare is framed by the ICRC as “cyber
operations during armed conflicts” or “methods
of warfare that are used against a computer, a
computer system or network, or another con-
nected device, through a data stream.”55 The 2021
UN Working Group on the use of mercenaries

defines the concept as “a method of warfare that
can not only infiltrate, disrupt, damage or even
destroy military or civilian objects, but also cause
serious human harm.”56

• Offensive cyberoperations are defined by the
U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy as “cyberspace operations intended to project
power by the application of force in or through
cyberspace.” For the purpose of this report, we
define “hostile” or “offensive cyber operations” as
operations “that alter, disrupt, deceive, degrade
or destroy computer systems or networks, or oth-
erwise undermine the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of computer systems or networks for
individuals and communities.”57

• Offensive cyber proxy actors can be defined as
cyberthreat actors that conduct or contribute to
offensive cyberoperations which align with a group
within a state, support a state’s national interests,
or are tacitly permitted by a state or a non-state
actor (such as violent and armed non-state actors).

https://www.unodc.org/e4j/en/cybercrime/module-1/key-issues/cybercrime-in-brief.html
https://www.unodc.org/e4j/en/cybercrime/module-14/key-issues/cyberespionage.html
https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/offensive_cyberspace_operations
https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/offensive_cyberspace_operations
https://csrc.nist.gov/glossary/term/offensive_cyberspace_operations
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• Hybrid warfare involves the combination of con-
ventional and unconventional strategies, methods,
and tactics in contemporary warfare, as well as
the psychological or information-related aspects
of modern conflicts.58 

• In its 2021 report “Harmful Information,” the ICRC
defines information operations as “the strategic
and calculated use of information and informa-
tion-sharing systems to influence, disrupt or divide
society.”59 In armed conflict and other situations
of violence, information operations can involve
surveillance and profiling of specific populations’

subgroups, disinformation campaigns, and the
spread of hate speech targeted at ethnic and reli-
gious communities. Misinformation consists in
false information that is disseminated, without the
intent to cause harm, often by individuals who
have not done fact-checking. Disinformation
refers to false information that is conceived and
spread with a deliberate intent to cause harm or
deceive. Hate speech includes “all forms of
expression (text, image, audio) that spread, incite,
promote or justify hatred and violence based on
intolerance, usually against identity traits (gender,
religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, etc.).”60

58 See Bilal, A., “Hybrid Warfare – New Threats, Complexity, and ‘Trust’ as the Antidote,” NATO Review, 30 November 2021,
https://www.nato.int/docu/review/articles/2021/11/30/hybrid-warfare-new-threats-complexity-and-trust-as-the-antidote/index.html.

59 ICRC, Harmful Information – Misinformation, disinformation and hate speech in armed conflict and other situations of violence: ICRC initial
findings and perspectives on adapting protection approaches, July 2021, p. 18, https://www.icrc.org/en/publication/4556-harmful-
information-misinformation-disinformation-and-hate-speech-armed-conflict.

60 Ibid.
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Regulating cyber proxies and cyber mercenaries
requires first an understanding of the ramifica-
tions and inner workings of the underground
cyberarms and cybercrime industries. Within
these complex, opaque, and often fluid networks,
it becomes increasingly challenging to map
cyberthreat actors, their interests, practices, and
evolving relationships with nation states. The
strategies and behaviors of states and non-state
actors, including intense knowledge and technical
transfer, contribute to enhancing stealth, opacity,
and adaptivity within these clandestine industries.
Increased permeability between cyberthreat
actors and the blurring of their modus operandi
severely complicates legal attribution and regu-
lation across borders and jurisdictions.

blUrreD lInes

While cybersecurity technologies are inher-
ently dual-use, the lines that previously
separated cyber defense and cyber offense
have become increasingly blurred. Core AI and
cybersecurity capabilities developed by the private
sector are drastically augmenting functionality
across a wide spectrum of civilian and commercial
applications that could be abused by cyber prox-
ies (e.g., the growing Internet of Things). Cyber
proxy actors have also been able to acquire avail-
able defense systems and repurpose them for
offensive use. APT groups affiliated with China,
for instance, have reverse-engineered antivirus
software sold by Western companies and have
learned directly from “red-teaming” techniques

that white hat hackers use to help companies
defend their digital assets.61

• The rapid convergence of AI, automation, and
cybersecurity innovations has not only blurred
the boundary between offense and defense,
but has also increasingly merged civilian and
military technologies, creating new depend-
encies between the digital architectures that
power private, public, and national security sys-
tems and infrastructures. For instance, critical
civilian infrastructures and their cyber resilience
systems may be privately owned and operated.
Similarly, parts of strategic military cyber
defense may depend on private security and
military companies. In this configuration, the
role and legal status of private sector contrac-
tors is increasingly ambiguous. Their services
may oscillate between defense and offense,
civilian and military spheres, which has impli-
cations for how they can be targeted through
international law. 

• As the trade for cyber defense and cyber
offense has become global, the notion of sov-
ereign control over dual-use technologies
is largely being challenged with implications
for national security. A large number of private
sector offensive actors will sell expertise, mal-
ware, and services to the highest bidder
without considering national security concerns.
Others will simply not properly execute a due
diligence assessment that would prevent offen-
sive cyber expertise from being used in attacks
against a country’s infrastructure or population.
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As this section will unveil, another trend which
complicates attempts to govern and control the
proliferation of offensive cyberservices is the grow-
ing technological transfer and skill-combination
that exist between criminal capabilities, state
power, and military agency. 

The implications of rapidly expanding, unregulated
markets for cyber offense remain corrosive to inter-
national peace and security. Offering the means of
cyberaggression to every actor who can afford it is
already transforming how contemporary conflicts
are fought and may rewrite the rules of the global
order. In the last five years, several geostrategic
and technological trends have accelerated the
proliferation of cyberthreat actors, increased the
sophistication of cyberweapons, and augmented
the set of vulnerabilities that can be targeted across
nations’ digital and physical infrastructures.

TrenDs

How is great power competition shaping 
the private markets of offensive cyber 
capabilities?

• What has made cyberwarfare both more per-
vasive and accessible to nation states is the
commodification and privatization of offen-
sive cyber capabilities through a growing
cyberarms industry that operates mostly in
shadow and secrecy. Since the beginning of the
21st century and in their race to establish domi-
nance in cyberspace, tech-leading nations have

created and fueled a lucrative and vastly expand-
ing grey market for cyberweapons. To further
geostrategic interests, national defense and intel-
ligence programs have harnessed the expertise
and recruited the services of hackers (“brains for
hire”), start-ups, and large private security and mil-
itary companies. Progressively, as they stockpiled
exploits and intrusion techniques, tech-leading
nations lost monopoly over their use. A growing
number of states have recognized the opportunity
and begun engaging with this grey market—buy-
ing codes and data, contracting services and
talent—to advance domestic, global, and regional
interest. Their primary strategic logic remains to
avoid attribution of wrongful conduct by using
non-state actors for cyberattacks. In the space of
the last decade, cybersecurity experts have con-
firmed a rapid, uncontrolled proliferation of
non-state actors able to develop or acquire the
expertise to craft, repurpose, use, and trade cyber-
weapons sometimes purchased with after-sales
services.62

• Today, an expanding number of countries rely on
the cyberservices of private contractors—from
large PMSCs to smaller start-ups—which operate
in a global market and, often, with close ties
(“revolving doors”) to intelligence and security pro-
fessions. Researchers have helped shed light on
the nature of the services and the types of com-
panies that make up the underground cyberarms
ecosystem.63 For instance, Zerodium (formerly
Vupen) based in France and Maryland in the U.S.,
provides zero-day exploits that can be used for
offensive cyber missions and network opera-
tions.64 ReVuln, operated from Malta by Italian
hackers, “specializes in finding remote vulnerabil-
ities in industrial control systems that can be used
to access—or disrupt—water treatment facilities,
oil and gas pipelines and power plants.”65 The
Miami-based company, Immunity Inc., harnesses,

62 See Perlroth, This Is How They Tell Me the World Ends. See also McGuire, Nation States, Cyberconflict, and the Web of Profit. See also
Greenberg, A., Sandworm: A New Era of Cyberwar and the Hunt for the Kremlin's Most Dangerous Hackers (New York, NY: Doubleday/Penguin
Random House, 2019). See also Maurer, Cyber Mercenaries: The State, Hackers, and Power.
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64 See Perlroth, This Is How They Tell Me the World Ends, p. 219.
65 Perlroth and Sanger, “Nations Buying as Hackers Sell Computer Flaws,” The New York Times, 13 July 2013,
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exploits, and develops techniques, training, and
after-sale services that provide governments
across the world with cyberattack capabilities
(“penetration testing”). It has provided large secu-
rity and defense contractors in the U.S. and
abroad with training in zero-day exploitation tech-
niques.66 Acquired in 2010 by the large Computer
Science Corps, Vulnerability Research Labs has
operated in Maryland with a fine team of U.S.
National Security Agency (NSA) recruits and a
global network of subcontractors and specialized
in hunting, weaponizing, and testing powerful 
zero-day vulnerabilities.67 Gamma Group is a com-
mercial spyware group based in the UK that sells
surveillance services to law enforcement, intelli-
gence, and military agencies.68

The company CyberPoint, later renamed Dark-
Matter, operates from the United Arab Emirates
and recruited former NSA engineers to work on
sophisticated spyware and cyber intrusion tools.69

The firm became well-known for the scandal “Pro-
ject Raven”: cutting-edge cybertheft and spying
tools developed by former American cyber espi-
onage agents were used to keep thousands of
civil society activists, journalists, and political 
figures under tight digital surveillance.70 The Milan-
based Hacking Team is another start-up that used
to sell sophisticated spyware and malware to secu-
rity agencies in the U.S. and European countries
as well as to many other states, including dicta-
torships.71 When Hacking Team was hacked in
2015, the intrusion not only showed that the com-
pany’s spyware was harnessed for mass
surveillance, but also led to Hacking Team’s library

of zero-day vulnerabilities being leaked and
exploited by threat actors across the world. The
NSO Group, a competitor based in Israel, has also
made a highly lucrative and global business of tar-
geted surveillance—for instance, charging more
than one million USD to install its remote zero-
click72 hacking spyware (“Pegasus”) on just a dozen
iPhones and Android phones.73 In 2021, the Biden
administration placed NSO and another Israeli
firm, Candiru, on a U.S. Department of Commerce
blacklist that banned American companies from
doing business with the hacking firms.74 In Octo-
ber 2022, the White House announced it would
“stand against digital authoritarianism” and fight
the “illegitimate use of technology, including com-
mercial spyware and surveillance technology.”75

Yet, recent investigation shows that the cyber sur-
veillance business is booming with clients in the
U.S. government and many other governments,
with new companies emerging and sophisticated
technologies being acquired.76 Such forms of
stealthy, precision surveillance can have corrosive
implications for civilian populations across the
globe.
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• The clandestine cyberarms industry is increas-
ingly merging with the illicit, interconnected
cybercrime economies that are thriving across
the world. Nation states tend to cultivate a larger
and more complex ecosystem of cyber proxies
where APT groups, private cybersecurity firms, pri-
vate sector offensive actors, and cybercriminal
groups collide, compete, and even collaborate. This
sinister and opportunistic combination is happen-
ing through new forms of collusion and
dependency.

First, prominent states increasingly leverage the
offensive services of different types of private sec-
tor actors in the underground cyberarms industry.
They have used IT firms as front companies to
conduct covert adversarial cyberoperations and
espionage.77 They have also nurtured ties, knowl-
edge, and technology transfers between private
cybersecurity firms and private groups engaged
in hostile mercenary activity.78 Such practices are
facilitated by a lack of clarity over the legal status
of military and security services provided in cyber-
space. As the UN Working Group on the use of
mercenaries notes, “private actors can be engaged
by States and non-state actors not only to protect
their own networks and infrastructures but also
to carry out cyberoperations designed to weaken
the military capacities and capabilities of enemy
armed forces or to undermine the integrity of
another State’s territory.”79

Second, more nation states are not only acquiring
techniques and vulnerabilities usually harnessed
in cybercrime, but are also recruiting the services

of cybercriminals. It has become increasingly com-
mon for cybercriminal syndicates to act as proxies
for states. As early as 2017, the U.S. Department
of Justice indicted two Russian Federal Security
Service (FSB) officers and the criminal hackers they
hired for conducting computer hacking, economic
espionage, and other criminal offenses.80 In 2021,
the U.S. Department of Treasury announced new
sanctions against the Russian Intelligence Services
for perpetrating malign cyber activities compro-
mising U.S. interests and co-opting the
cybercriminal services of the ransomware group
Evil Corp., noting “To bolster its malicious cyber
operations, the FSB cultivates and co-opts criminal
hackers, including the previously designated Evil
Corp, enabling them to engage in disruptive ran-
somware attacks and phishing campaigns.”81

Investigation by the U.S. cybersecurity provider
FireEye shows that operatives of the Chinese
group APT41 have been allowed to moonlight for
personal gain.82 APT41 has penetrated and spied
on global tech, communications, and healthcare
providers for the Chinese government, while using
ransomware against game companies and attack-
ing cryptocurrency providers for personal profit.83

APT41's links to both cybercrime marketplaces
and state-sponsored activity may be a signal that
the group enjoys a tacit agreement, which allows
it to conduct its own for-profit activities or Chinese
authorities are willing to overlook them. Similar
patterns exist in Russia where “authorities allow
the Russian cybercriminal apparatus to thrive for
a variety of reasons, including the fact that cyber-
crime brings money to Russia, and the talent base
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it cultivates gives the Kremlin proxies to tap as
needed.”84 Such findings point to the fact that
some of the world’s most sophisticated cyber
proxies increasingly pose a threat to civilian pop-
ulations and to a large number of companies
beyond those traditionally targeted by state-spon-
sored offensive cyberoperations.

In June 2022, at a Wall Street Journal Pro Cyberse-
curity Forum, U.S. senior officials confirmed that
“the lines between criminal hacking groups and
intelligence operations in countries like Russia,
Iran and China have increasingly blurred, making
Washington’s job in curbing cyberattacks all the
harder.”85 Attributing cyberattacks becomes even
more complex with the transfer of expertise and
techniques, the honing on similar targets, and the
permeability between nation states’ intelligence
services, APT groups, and cybercriminals “for hire.”

In practice and on the frontline of cyberspace,
there is growing competition and collusion
between APT groups, private sector offensive
actors, and cybercriminal syndicates that organize
to monetize their services. This merging of sophis-
ticated cyberthreat actors represents both a
powerful challenge to governance and an acute,
pervasive threat to civilian life and security. 

• Equally sobering, cybersecurity experts have
warned of a problematic “industrialization” 
of the cybercrime economy (or its sub-
economic ecosystems). The Microsoft Digital
Defense Report 2022 notes that “cybercrime con-
tinues to rise as the industrialization of the
cybercrime economy lowers the skill barrier to
entry by providing greater access to tools and
infrastructure.”86 The increasing number of online
services (cybercrime as a service) that allows for
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the outsourcing and automation of cybercrime
activities is evidence of this industrialization.
Diverse types of cyberattacks—from ransomware
to phishing to DDoS—are now commoditized
under affordable subscription models that come
with encrypted safeguards and one year of 24/7
support. For instance, Microsoft’s Digital Crimes
Unit observes that “DDoS subscription service
offers different architectures and attack methods,
so a purchaser simply selects a resource to attack
and the seller provides access to an array of com-
promised devices on their botnet to conduct the
attack.”87 On its own, the rising industrialization of
cybercrime has destructive potential, posing a
nation-level threat to governments, industries, and
populations. But its merger with nation-state proxy
activity and the cyberarms industry constitutes a
major threat amplification and creates even more
difficulties in applying legal and accountability
frameworks at international and national levels.

• Both the underground cyberarms and cyber-
crime industries function primarily as
competitive markets and are mostly and
effectively ungoverned spaces. Compared to
other arms trades, these markets are extremely
difficult to control. Crafting cyber weapons does
not depend on trading physical equipment (e.g.,
guns and missiles), but on transferring data, mali-
cious code, and dual-use expertise (for instance,
how to design algorithms behind customized,
adaptive malware or how to exploit vulnerabilities
in computer codes). In a nutshell, hackers mainly
sell services, skills, knowledge, and information
that can be weaponized. When they provide
access to technologies (such as tools for penetra-

tion testing, malware, or spyware), some may be
“rented” but remain private intellectual property,
others may be protected and sealed by encryp-
tion.88 Some technical services can be “disguised”
as legitimate defense programs, others trans-
ferred and acquired through third-party resellers
in clandestine, opaque networks. An important
number of offensive cyber technologies is also
directly designed and customized through open-
source platforms and tools (such as “proof-
of-concept” malware on GitHub) and within dark
web communities and underground market
places.89 Obviously, all these platforms escape reg-
ulation. Another proliferation challenge relates to
the nature of cyber exploits: if they are disclosed,
the algorithms, exploits, or techniques can be
reverse-engineered and repurposed for adversar-
ial or criminal operations. For instance, in 2020,
the cybersecurity firm FireEye was hacked and its
penetration testing tools stolen and repurposed.90

Central to the dual-use paradigm in export control
is the fact that knowledge and techniques in cyber-
security (e.g., how to protect from critical
vulnerabilities), AI, and automation (e.g., how to
automate cyberthreat detection) are crucially
needed for cyber defense and innovation, yet they
are also critical to design the most efficient
cyberthreats we face today. Such intangible 
transfer of dual-use knowledge and expertise chal-
lenges non-proliferation architectures and
traditional governance agreements such as export
controls. As pointed by Perlroth, security
researchers have long argued that “restrictions
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on zero-days would actually handicap cybersecu-
rity, in that it would keep researchers from sharing
vulnerability research and malware across bor-
ders.”91 The Wassenaar Arrangement on Export
Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use
Goods and Technologies was not originally con-
ceived for cyberspace and does not capture most
offensive cybertechnologies, including new tech-
niques aimed at surveillance, data-exfiltration,
obfuscation, or destruction.92 Moreover, imple-
menting the Wassenaar Arrangement would
require participating states to develop national
policies on domestic and international use, 
procurement, or production of advanced cyber-
weapons. 

In 2021, the European Union (EU) aimed to curb
“surveillance for hire” and adopted a dual-use reg-
ulation, which introduces a new “end-use control”
on cyber surveillance equipment.93 Pursuant to
the regulation, the exporter must undertake a due
diligence assessment to ensure that the exported
item is not to destined for internal repression or
the commission of serious violations of human
rights and international humanitarian law.  How-
ever, such regulatory control faces serious
challenges, in particular from the secrecy and
opaqueness that characterize the cyber surveil-
lance industry and its complex supply chains.
Beyond the European Union, other cyber offense
markets remain effectively unregulated and have

welcomed providers that left the EU.94 Investiga-
tions by private and public actors have
demonstrated, for instance, how the NSO Group’s
powerful spyware, Pegasus, based on zero-click
infection method, has enabled pervasive surveil-
lance and human rights violations.95 Self-
regulation efforts by the NSO Group and required
defense approval by Israel’s Ministry of Defense
have not been sufficient to protect populations
and uphold human rights.96

How is the industrialization of cyber offense
impacting cyber proxies’ strategies and
behaviors? 

• Pressure to monetize expertise and trade
offensive cyberservices has led to increased
knowledge transfer and interconnection
between different types of cyberthreat actors
and cyber proxies. Competition, emulation, and
more importantly, transfer of expertise is taking
place between dark web communities, transna-
tional cybercriminal gangs, APT groups, and other
state-sponsored hostile actors. While some dark
web communities remain closed-off and accessi-
ble only to privileged clients, the cybercrime
underground is a complex and evolving ecosystem
with no sharp borders, but rather, connections
and transfer of expertise across hackers’ commu-
nities.97 Expertise in offensive cyber capabilities
tends to move from dark web communities to the
surface web. The underlining logic is that brokers
of illicit exploits, such as “proof-of-concept” mal-
ware and zero-day vulnerabilities, need to market
their products, and therefore need to advertise
them on the surface web (including through online
markets, social media channels, chat rooms,
forums, paste sites, and open-source platforms
like GitHub). 
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The present report highlights the “industrialization”
of cyber offense based on what experts detect
on the ground: increased forms of trading, collab-
oration, and sharing between cyberthreat actors,
including APT and cybercrime groups.98 For
instance, in 2022, the cybersecurity firm TrendMi-
cro tracked multiple malicious campaigns by
several APT41 subgroups, studying their tactics,
techniques, and procedures (TTPs).99 Such cyber
forensics analysis reveals that there is substantial
sharing of techniques and tools, such as the com-
modity malware licensed as “Cobalt Strike” in
clandestine markets between China’s APT groups. 

A similar fusion of tools and techniques takes
place in Russia’s cyberthreat actors’ ecosystem.
The cybersecurity firm, Mandiant, reports
instances of multiple Russian threat groups engag-
ing in intrusion operations within close temporal
proximity, sometimes even using the same access
method within hours or minutes of each other.100

The Russian criminal APT group, FIN7, is extremely
polymorphous and a good example: it has not
only incorporated and merged numerous cyber-
crime units, but also used a front information
technology (IT) company as cover, developed ties
with the cybercrime syndicate REvil, adopted
offensive techniques from ransomware-as-a-
service operations, and extended its attack surface
to different civilian sectors, including the oil indus-
try.101 Equally sobering is the fact that FIN7 has
shared its advanced offensive techniques with
other ransomware groups, enabling them to be
more effective and de facto augmenting the
potential for chaos, civilian harm, and insecurity
in cyberspace. Expert Adam Flatley, Vice President
of Threat Intelligence at [redacted], explains how
“they ([FIN7] are making the ransomware problem

worse by continuing to bring their nearly nation-
state level talent to the table as a force
multiplier.”102

Rigorous documentation of technical evidence is
critical for modern attribution of cyber offense.
As explained by TrendMicro, with the increasing
transfer of expertise and techniques, “tool-based
attribution and analysis will likely become more
complicated and will be a challenge to threat
researchers in figuring links among different
groups.”103

• Most sequences in the anatomy of a 
cyberattack—design, intrusion, deployment,
extortion—can be outsourced to different
cyber-skilled actors, which augments the opac-
ity of the supply chain for offensive and
intrusive cyberoperations. It becomes increas-
ingly complex to trace which actors are designing,
deploying, sponsoring, and ordering offensive
operations and which “suppliers” are entangled
in operations that could make them liable for the
harm.  

Moreover, cyber-skilled actors in the clandestine
cyberarms industry and the criminal underground
are profit-driven. No protocols (such as “Know
Your Client”), due diligence, or ethical code will
prevent them from selling their offensive malware
and techniques even to opaque buyers.104 In these
fluid networks, providers communicate with ben-
eficiaries by relying on multiple fake identities and
several levels of intermediaries and dissociation.
They connect, operate, and deploy from dislocated
geographies and may use different adversarial
vectors. And since an actor can buy the compo-
nents of a cyber-exploit kit from different groups,
no “supplier” will have a sense of what the code is
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intended for and whom it aims to target. Such
opacity within the supply chains for offensive and
intrusive cyberoperations drastically complicates
potential due diligence efforts by providers of
cyber defense and cyber offense services. A good
example of “dissociation” is a previously unknown
Lebanon-based group, which Microsoft has
assessed as being a cyber proxy for Iran’s Ministry
of Intelligence and Security. According to Microsoft,
“Such collaboration or direction from Tehran would
align with revelations since late 2020 that the Gov-
ernment of Iran is using third parties to carry out
cyber operations, likely to enhance Iran’s plausible
deniability.”105

Many APT groups have also shifted from cus-
tomized malware (crafted in-house) to commodity
malware (sold in underground markets) and open-
source penetration testing tools to obfuscate their
cyber intrusions. The other added benefit to using
open-source exploit kits is that development and
incremental innovation is done by someone else
at no cost.

The integration of AI to improve the stealth of
cyberattacks may provide another way to divert
and obfuscate attribution of responsibility, espe-
cially when autonomous malware or automated
methods of operation (cybercrime as a service)
are used. In an AI-led cyberattack, autonomous
malware could infect a large network of computers
and devices and command the network to com-
promise other targets. To trace, document, and

characterize the automated attack, investigators
would have to obtain the cooperation of several
countries and jurisdictions. The Microsoft Digital
Defense Report 2022 discusses the multi-jurisdic-
tional nature of offensive cyberoperations and
cybercrime as a service with threat actors collab-
orating across languages and time zones, noting
“[f]or example, one cybercrime-as-a-service web-
site administered by an individual in Asia maintains
operations in Europe, and creates malicious
accounts in Africa.”106

In general, trends in decentralization, automation,
and outsourcing make it difficult to detect and
trace offensive cyber capabilities, neutralize large
groups of threat actors, and attribute wrongful
and illicit conduct across jurisdictions. In its 2021
report, the UN Group on the use of mercenaries
notes that “the possibility that cyber proxies may
move across borders and thus escape regulatory
control and accountability mechanism is serious
cause for concern.”107

How are nations states engaging with the
underground cyberarms industry and the
interconnected cybercrime economy? 

• Nation states are increasingly trading or sharing
exploits, as well as contracting and outsourcing
services to a growing number of clandestine
proxy actors in the underground cyberarms
and cybercrime industries.108   States are not only
adopting techniques, tools, expertise, and services
provided by cybercriminals, but also leaking
datasets, penetration tools, and cyber exploit kits
to malicious groups, enhancing their offensive
skills through covert technical and financial sup-
port.109 The 2021 cyberattack on Microsoft
Exchange Servers orchestrated by Hafnium, a 
Chinese APT group, is one prominent example of
strategic sharing of worldwide threats. According
to cybersecurity experts, it is likely that HAFNIUM
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leaked the unpatched Microsoft vulnerabilities to
be aggressively exploited by a half-dozen APT
groups in the same region and some with ties to
China’s government.110 The 2021 attack aimed at
economic and industrial espionage resulted in
hacks of hundreds of thousands of victims across
115 countries. The intrusion targeted both public
and private sectors and a range of industries,
including agriculture, biotechnology, aerospace,
defense, legal services, power utilities, and phar-
maceutical.

Beyond serving the strategic interests of nation
states, such massive exploitation tactics seem
designed to increase—or at least, contribute to—
economic loss, disruption, and levels of
cyberinsecurity for governments, populations, and
industries worldwide.111 As Maurer observes, “the
relevance of proxies lies not only in their ability to
cause harm but also in their ability to wield power
more broadly.”112 

Adversarial methods such as ransomware or
DDoS that are industrialized by cybercriminal
groups are increasingly used in nation state
attacks against geostrategic targets, including
governments (such as inter alia the U.S., Ukraine,
Albania, Israel, Canada, and Australia) and inter-
national institutions (including the UN, the
International Monetary Fund, and the World
Health Organization).113 Iran- and North Korea-
based APT groups have harnessed commodity
ransomware tools to damage targeted systems,
including critical infrastructures such as trans-
portation, energy, and water treatments, within
regional and international reach.114 Zero-day vul-
nerabilities and malicious tools (malware strains,
bots, keyloggers, and spyware) usually sold in

underground cybercrime communities are now
weaponized by nation states’ proxy actors. Some
dark web marketplaces also list specialized serv-
ices according to the needs, targets, and
languages of domestic state actors. For instance,
a penetration testing tool like PowerShell Empire
that was harnessed by cybercriminals in 2018
ended up in the hands of nation state proxies,
such as the China-linked APT group Gadolinium
involved in a 2020 set of cyberattacks to acquire
intellectual property data related to COVID-19 vac-
cines’ production.115

As McGuire explains, offensive tools and tech-
niques developed by nation state proxies are
also traded, leaked to cybercrime syndicates,
or incidentally benefit those groups.116 In 2017,
the EternalBlue exploit stockpiled by the U.S.
National Security Agency was first leaked by a
Russian-sponsored APT group, the Shadow Bro-
kers, and then turned into an extremely lucrative
cybercrime tool. Global losses from the leak of
EternalBlue have amounted to several billion dol-
lars for public and private sector actors, while it
exceeded $500 million revenues for cybercrimi-
nals. In 2020, the SolarWinds supply-chain-attack
that targeted the U.S. government and that was
attributed by the U.S. and UK to the Russian For-
eign Intelligence Service has led to sensitive data
being “leaked” and highly priced on the dark web. 
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• There are signals that some nation states may
abuse confidence-building measures and nor-
mative requirements to their advantage. In a
recent report, Microsoft accused APT groups
in China of abusing the country’s vulnerability
disclosure requirements in an effort to 
stockpile and harness critical zero-day 
vulnerabilities.117 In 2021, the Cyberspace Admin-
istration of China (CAC) announced more stringent
procedures related to disclosing vulnerabilities for
companies based on its territory.118 For instance,
Alibaba was sanctioned for reporting directly to
Apache—and not first to the Chinese govern-
ment—the vulnerability in the open-source
software tool Log4j, which is widely used by com-
panies worldwide.119 Microsoft observed that the
aggressive use of zero-day exploits by China-
linked APT groups over the 2021-2022 period cor-
responds to the first full year of application of the
new CAC rule for reporting software vulnerabili-
ties.120

• In recent years, nation states have found new
ways to monetize the revenues of the cyber-
crime economy, using such cash flow to
support in-house development of sophisti-
cated cyberweapons and to invest in other
military and tech-driven domains. Cyber indus-

trial espionage, data theft and trading, illicit mining
of cryptocurrencies, and provision of offensive
cyberservices are all methods employed in some
nation states’ arsenal to increase profit. In 2017,
the North Korean APT Group Lazarus generated
approximately 571 million USD from targeting
cryptocurrency operations.121 In 2016, North
Korean APT groups siphoned 81 million USD from
Bangladesh’s Central Bank.122  In 2021-2022, North
Korea’s APT group COPERNICUM specialized in
large state-sponsored theft operations against
cryptocurrency companies worldwide to generate
domestic revenue.123 A confidential 2021 UN
report mentions that North Korea’s cyber proxy
actors allegedly generated hundreds of millions
of dollars of revenue throughout much of 2020
to fund the country’s nuclear and ballistic missile
programs in violation of international law.124 Sim-
ilar profit-making strategies—while not on the
same scale—have been used by the Iranian APT
group PHOSPHORUS to execute ransomware
attacks on critical infrastructures in the United
States and other Western nations.125 Russia’s very
active cybercrime ecosystem is also a growing
source of revenue. Decades ago, Russia built rev-
enue-generating capacities, and already in 2014,
its cybercrime ecosystem generated billions in
USD.126 As Sherman mentions, “In 2021 alone, it
was reported that 74% of global ransomware rev-
enue went to Russian hackers, to the tune of 400
million USD in cryptocurrencies.”127

Nation states are also turning to increased asym-
metric industrial competition and cyber-enabled
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economic warfare.128 For instance, industrial
cyberespionage by China’s APT groups tends to
align with the country’s Five-Year Plan, focusing
particularly on the economic and military domains
where competitive advantage could be gained,
such as the pharmaceutical/health, biotechnology,
AI, 5G and advanced ICT, defense, and aerospace
sectors.129

IMplICaTIons

How are recent geostrategic and technological
trends influencing cyberconflict and impact-
ing the regulation of cyber proxy activity?

Cyber proxy activity is becoming increasingly dif-
ficult to decrypt, trace, and attribute. The
frameworks used to categorize forms of deputi-
zation in cyberspace do not capture well the
increased permeability and the intense knowl-
edge and technical transfer that exist among
non-state actors, as well as between states and
non-state actors. The polymorphous, multi-juris-
dictional nature of cyber proxy activity therefore
drastically complicates technical and, even more so,
legal attribution of wrongful conduct in cyberspace.

The consequence is that deniability remains
more than ever a winning strategy for states
using cyber proxies to advance their geostrategic
interests, particularly in the absence of an
independent and multilaterally-recognized attri-
bution authority. The normative gap that will persist
for the coming years in this regard—coupled with
the potential involvement of decentralized private
actors in the design, management, and procurement
of dual-use technologies—will give room to new
types of abuses being left unaddressed.

Increasingly, a powerful and strategic logic
behind aggressive cyber proxy activity is to con-
duct economic warfare. A 2022 report from the
Foundation for Defense of Democracies warns of

the implications of cyber-enabled economic warfare.
Highlighting the example of China, the report notes
that “China seeks to dismantle the U.S. and allied
stake in these markets [5G, AI, cloud-computing,
semiconductors, etc.] through cyber espionage and
sabotage as well as non-market coercion so that
Beijing can control key nodes in the global econ-
omy.”130 In general, China has expanded its global
offensive cyberoperations, targeting an increasing
number of countries, particularly in South Asia, but
also in Africa, the Middle East, and Oceania.

Another implication is the potential erosion of
states’ will to cooperate around norms of
responsible behavior and confidence-building
measures. In countries where the private sector is
not independent from state power, confidence-
building and reporting measures could potentially
be abused to stockpile and weaponize critical cyber
exploits. Harnessing zero-day vulnerabilities has
been part of China’s increasingly aggressive behavior
in cyberspace. According to U.S. National Security
Agency cyber chief Rob Joyce, in 2021-2022, China’s
APT groups were “really brazen, doubling down on
their activities to steal intellectual property and com-
promise sensitive networks; they establish
persistence and move laterally across the intercon-
nected networks so malicious state sponsored
activity is a major threat to U.S. critical infrastructure,
election systems, national security systems and the
Department of Defense along with the defense
industrial base that we help protect.”131

Despite alleged Russian arrests of prominent cyber-
criminals, the rapid resurgence and re-combination
of skills, expertise, and cybercrime as a service shows
little prospect of an effective governance effort to
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curb cartels and their profit-making activity.132  Some
experts even allude to the fact that official arrests
of cybercriminals by Russia have been part of a
strategic move to “clean up,” or better, to reshape
the cyber proxy ecosystem.133 The current geopolit-
ical context with Russia’s invasion of Ukraine offers
even less hope.

The intangible transfer of knowledge, expertise,
and technology taking place in the underground
cyberarms and cybercrime industries also
directly challenges the application of export con-
trol and market regulation mechanisms within
non-proliferation and disarmament architec-
tures. The 2022 Microsoft report notes that
“because these offensive cyber capabilities are no
longer highly classified capabilities created by
defense and intelligence agencies, but rather com-
mercial products now offered to companies and
individuals, any regulatory regime for cyberweapons
needs to move beyond export control.”134 There is a
need for regulatory innovation on this national and
international security front. 

The increased connection between nation state-
sponsored cyber offense with the underground
cybercrime economy indicates an opportunity
to look at how international and regional coop-
eration mechanisms to prevent cybercrime
could be leveraged to regulate cyber proxy 
activity.135 While they have sometimes lacked coor-
dination, capacity, and financial support, law
enforcement and security authorities have still col-
laborated for decades at domestic, regional, and
international levels (for instance, with the support of
Europol and INTERPOL and in collaboration with the
private sector). Their strategies have included col-
laborations across jurisdictions to seize cybercrime
infrastructure (for instance, servers and websites of
underground marketplaces or networks of compro-
mised computers also called “botnets”), as well as to
share intelligence, coordinate operations, arrest, and
extradite cybercriminals. Cybercrime prevention

might therefore provide opportunities to respond to
the proliferation of offensive cyber proxies more rap-
idly than through UN cyber diplomacy, including
inter-state normative processes and inter-state posi-
tioning on international law. The next section will
assess the efficacy of renewed efforts in the cyber-
crime prevention domain with the International
Counter Ransomware Initiative and Task Force.

The complex, interrelated trends that drive cyber
offense and cyber proxy activity should raise
questions about the role of the civilian private
sector and its importance in strengthening
cyber-resilience, protecting governments, pop-
ulations, and industries. There is a need to assess
the leverage that those actors have—in partnership
with defense and security authorities—when it
comes to technical and legal attribution, naming and
shaming, indictments and prosecution, and collective
and coordinated responses in active cyber defense. 

The implications of rapidly expanding, unregu-
lated markets for cyber offense remain corrosive
to international peace and security with a poten-
tial rise in cyber-mercenary operations and
cyberterrorism. Offering the means of cyberag-
gression to every actor who can afford it is already
transforming how contemporary conflicts are fought.
States and non-state actors are drastically empow-
ered through cyber offense; the relationship
between both is less asymmetrical, with increased
diffusion of power. As a result, the potential benefi-
ciaries of the underground cyberarms and
cybercrime industries may include private mercenary
groups, terrorist groups, transnational illicit networks,
and proxy forces involved in conflict. First, such “dif-
fusion of cyber power” will rapidly reach increasing
numbers of private sector offensive actors and
private groups associated with mercenary activ-
ity (for instance, the Wagner Group which is already
actively involved in spreading global disinformation
campaigns and leveraging influence operations).136

Harmful implications are already seen through infor-
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mation operations waged in different countries
across the globe. Second, terrorist organizations
may acquire, exploit, or outsource cyber services to
support their offensive agenda (for example, disin-
formation, surveillance, ransomware, and zero-day
attacks as a service). And for their defensive and
operational tactics, terrorist organizations may learn
to use cybercrime techniques (such as monetizing
data leaks and crypto-jacking) to fund their physical,
on-the-ground operations. Therefore, there might
be an increasing correlation between criminal acces-
sibility and mercenary and terrorist capability.

In general, several factors augment the risk of
escalation and the prospect to face more

advanced cyberconflict: (1) proliferation of harmful
cyber proxy activity, (2) lack of control over unregu-
lated non-state actors that compete and are often
in tension, and (3) high level of strategic engagement
and rising stakes for nation states that sponsor such
activity. The consequences could be devastating.
The ICRC has confirmed that cyber operations with-
out—or with unclear—links to armed conflicts have
had damaging impacts on civilian infrastructure, from
hospitals, water, and electrical facilities to nuclear
and petrochemical plants. It has further noted that
known cyber incidents of all types “offer a chilling
warning about the potential humanitarian impact
of military cyber operations in contemporary and
future armed conflicts.”137 The UN Working Group
on the use of mercenaries concurred with this analy-
sis in its 2021 report, warning that “emerging forms
of warfare can have a significant impact on both mil-
itary objectives and civilian populations and can
result in violations of international humanitarian law
as well as the rights and freedoms of individuals in
the context of armed conflicts and otherwise.”138
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The previous section has shed light on the harm-
ful convergence between the cyberarms and
cybercrime industries and the offensive proxy
capacities they bring to a growing number of
nation states and potentially violent actors. We
face an unprecedented confluence of powerful
technologies, strategic ambiguity, political and
economic warfare, espionage, and increased
funding of military programs, including in some
countries by illicit means such as revenue-gener-
ating cybercrime capacities. Such confluence is
starting to pose unique challenges in how to reg-
ulate cyber proxy activity, especially finding
common normative approaches which can lessen
tensions between nations states and help
strengthen accountability.

Regulating the role and involvement of cyber
proxies in offensive cyberoperations on the basis
of international law poses complex and unre-
solved challenges. Three types of legal
ambiguities enter into play: ambiguities related
to the interpretation of international law; ambi-
guities as to how international law applies to
cyberspace and cyberwarfare; and ambiguities
related to wrongful conduct in cyberspace by
non-state actors. Public international law aims to
regulate the interaction between states, not nat-
ural persons or private entities. Under
international law, the existing standards and tests
for attributing the acts of non-state actors to
states remain extremely high, require substantial
technical evidence, and are therefore difficult to
apply in practice. As Maurer summarizes, “A state
can only be held accountable for the offensive

actions of a cyber proxy if that proxy is under
tight control of a government and if the effect of
the action causes significant harm.”139 Yet, deter-
mining whether wrongful conduct in cyberspace
can be attributed to a state or a non-state actor
has important legal consequences. Such an attri-
bution process is critical in deciding which body
of international law and related thresholds are
relevant, and to ensure that actors who conduct
unlawful cyberoperations can be held account-
able.

THe aTTrIbUTIon probleM

Can the source of cyberattacks or other offen-
sive cyberoperations be identified? Can
cyberattacks or other offensive cyberopera-
tions be attributed to particular persons or
entities? Is it possible to identify and qualify
with evidence the relationship between the
cyber proxy actor(s) and the state on behalf of
which such activities are undertaken, if at all?

• Cybersecurity companies have developed
sophisticated methods in forensics analysis to
track malware families and threat actors’ “tac-
tics, techniques and procedures” and are
lending expertise to other actors in the public
and private sectors. Yet, evolving behaviors
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and obfuscation strategies by cyber proxy
actors pose a challenge to cyber forensics
analysis.140 For instance, APT groups rely on
open-source and commodity malware usually sold
in dark web markets and previously mostly
exploited by cybercriminals. They use automated
AI-led attacks, cybercrime as a service, imperson-
ation, and false flags to lead to misattribution; they
try to avoid the presence of watermarks and sig-
natures on their offensive tools to reduce their
exposure. It is not uncommon for members of
APT groups to spend three days of the week “work-
ing” as cyber proxies for a nation state and two
moonlighting for personal gain by conducting ran-
somware or crypto-theft operations. Another
source of ambiguity stems from the fact that com-
panies in the cyberarms industry often implement
substantial parts of their offensive services, taking
on practical responsibility in operations. Moreover,
zero-day vulnerabilities are not exclusively traded
by private sector offensive actors—which regula-
tors could attempt to track—but also shared
between APT groups and surreptitiously leaked
to cybercriminal syndicates. Consequently, there
are less and less clear patterns of deputization,
delegation, subordination, and control between
nation states and their proxies. Rather, what
we see emerging are clandestine and polymor-
phous ecosystems for cyber offense.

• Another problem in identifying the source and
actors behind cyberattacks lies in extraterri-
toriality.141 Proxy actors conducting offensive
cyberoperations for a nation state tend to operate
at distance from that state and can design their
adversarial vectors to transit through the digital
systems of different states before reaching the
targeted victims. They may also use different

covert operative cells in hotspots across the globe.
Some countries are considered safe havens,
because they have not criminalized malicious
cyber activities in their domestic laws or do not
have the capability to effectively enforce cyber-
crime laws. As a result, pervasive challenges
remain. Only a few tech-leading nations and their
companies have the expertise to perform robust
attribution—lending such capacity can lead to
geopolitical tensions—and there is no overarch-
ing attribution authority that is recognized
multilaterally.

• The reliance of States on cyber proxies with
unclear legal status also augments the potential
to obfuscate political and legal responsibility. For
instance, a substantial number of companies in
the cyberarms industry present themselves as
providers mainly of cybersecurity and defensive
services, concealing their offensive role.142 Certain
private sector offensive actors might not be offi-
cially registered as private military and security
companies or as procuring mercenary-related
services, and their status might change depending
on the country that hires their services.143 They
may act without clear or traceable supervision
and with something close to impunity.144 The
CyberPeace Institute mentions the need for “more
clarity over the legal status of military and security
services provided in cyberspace in order to deter-
mine the potential and actual impact upon human
security, dignity, and equity.”145 The Institute
emphasizes how “The obscurity of the cyber capa-
bilities market makes it impossible to track their
deployment in practice and eludes attempts to
introduce oversight mechanisms, which are
needed in order to regulate the use of cyber capa-
bilities themselves.”146 
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In a nutshell, the increased permeability between
different types of cyberthreat actors and the blurring
of their modus operandi severely complicates the
production of evidence for legal attribution and reg-
ulation of cyber proxy activity across borders and
jurisdictions. Production of evidence, multilateral
processes, and legal frameworks are therefore seri-
ously challenged when it comes to ascribing legal
responsibility and accountability for wrongful con-
duct, determining liability for harmful impact, and
obtaining remedial action. As stated by the UN Work-
ing Group on the use of mercenaries, “the issue of
the attribution of cyberoperations and the matter
of the intentional dissociation of such operations
from State armed forces, such that there can be
‘plausible deniability,’ is patently a serious problem
in advancing regulation.”147

The below sections will highlight the specific
instances when international law could be leveraged
to regulate cyber proxies’ offensive activity. The goal
is to begin clarifying answers to the following ques-
tions: When is a state responsible for the actions of
a non-state actor under existing bodies of interna-
tional law? And in situations where state
responsibility cannot be established, can cyber proxy
actors be prosecuted for conducting offensive cyber-
operations and under which conditions?

The below sections will also unveil the remaining
ambiguities and limits in the international legal

framework through Case Study 1 (cyber proxy activity
with a nexus to international armed conflict), Case
Study 2 (cyber surveillance and information opera-
tions in situations of armed conflict), and Case Study
3 (offensive cyberoperations in the grey zone).

JUs aD bellUM anD sTaTe 
responsIbIlITY

Relevant to the regulation of offensive cyberopera-
tions is Article 2(4) of the Charter of the United
Nations, which prohibits the threat or use of force
against the territorial integrity or political independ-
ence of any State.148 Article 51 of the UN Charter
also states that the use of force is only permitted in
self-defense, in response to an “armed attack,” or
with the authorization of the UN Security Council.149

The argument that there exists a “gravity threshold,”
below which the prohibition of the use of force is
inapplicable, has gained ground in legal doctrine.
Under certain circumstances, offensive cyberoper-
ations may qualify as “use of force” or meet the
threshold of an “armed attack.” As Michael Schmidt
explains, “a victim State may respond in self-defense
if a non-state actor conducts a cyber armed attack
on behalf or with the substantial involvement of a
State.”150 The 2021 report by the UN Working Group
on the use of mercenaries confirms that “Whether
such cyber activities meet the relevant thresholds,
in particular regarding the principles of necessity
and proportionality, is a question of fact and degree
but there can be little doubt that, given the nature
and effects of modern cyber activities, they could
satisfy those thresholds in particular circum-
stances.”151

UN Member States are progressively positioning
themselves and indicating how they would interpret
this notion of “fact and degree” or “scale and effects.”
For instance, France and Norway have expressed
the opinion that cyberoperations could amount to
“use of force” if they targeted on a large scale and
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severely harmed their national economy.152 Germany
has suggested precise criteria that could be taken
into account in assessing scale and effects: “The
determination of a cyber operation as having crossed
the threshold of a prohibited use of force is a decision
to be taken on a case-by-case basis. Based on the
assessment of the scale and effects of the operation,
the broader context of the situation and the signifi-
cance of the malicious cyber operation will have to
be taken into account. Qualitative criteria which may
play a role in the assessment are, inter alia, the sever-
ity of the interference, the immediacy of its effects,
the degree of intrusion into a foreign cyber infra-
structure and the degree of organization and
coordination of the malicious cyber operation.“153

In his analysis, Schmidt mentions that “the United
States and numerous other States, including key
NATO [North Atlantic Treaty Organization] members
(the United Kingdom and Germany), take the position
that so long as cyberoperations reach the armed
attacked level of severity, the victim has the right of
individual self-defense and may look to other States
for assistance in collective self-defense.”154 In June
2022, NATO’s Strategic Concept confirmed that a sin-
gle or cumulative set of hostile cyberoperations could
reach the level of armed attack and lead the North
Atlantic Council to invoke Article 5 of the North
Atlantic Treaty, which serves as the fundamental basis
for the collective defense of NATO member states.

Qualifying offensive cyberoperations as an interna-
tionally wrongful act is one important step. When it
comes to hostile cyber proxy activity, another
question is whether the wrongful conduct of

non-state actors would engage the relevant pro-
visions of the law on the use of force. The UN
Charter regulates the conduct of sovereign states,
not the conduct of private entities. As stipulated in
Article 8 of the ILC Articles on State Responsibility:
“The conduct of a person or group of persons shall
be considered an act of a State under international
law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting
on the instructions of, or under the direction or con-
trol of, that State in carrying out the conduct.”155 In
attributing cyber proxy activity to a state, Mačák
points to the fact that “from the perspective of inter-
national law, the type or even the lack of any
domestic legal status of such group is of no 
consequence for attribution purposes.”156 Thus, a
subordinate relationship between the state and
its cyber proxies is central for allowing the appli-
cation of the three “attribution criteria”—
instructions, direction, and control—which all
share the same underpinning. 

• Regarding the interpretation of this first criteria,
these “instructions” must “manifest the will of
the State to authorise the unlawful conduct, how-
ever broadly they may be phrased.”157 There is
also a need to obtain proof: material evidence to
trace the offensive cyberoperation back to the
instructing state. For instance, outside of a
declared armed conflict, public incitements to per-
petrate cyberattacks on another country’s
infrastructure would not be sufficient to be con-
sidered as instructions, per Article 8.158

• The second criteria of “direction” implies that an
ongoing, sustained relationship of subordination
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between the state and its cyber proxies can be
documented through evidence (for instance, finan-
cial transactions for offensive cyberservices that
would recur over time).159

• The third criteria of “control” constitutes a very
high standard, even in the analogue world, but is
even more complex to meet in modern cyber
proxy activities. The test of “effective control”
requires that a state plans and controls the modal-
ities, targets, and operational aspects of the overall
offensive cyberoperation. Mačák explains how “the
State in question must go beyond merely sup-
porting the relevant non-state actor, whether this
takes the form of financing, organizing, training,
supplying [or] equipping the latter.”160 Based on
legal interpretation of Article 8, the longterm
patronage and support provided both by Russia
and China to their APT groups and cybercriminal
proxies would probably not be sufficient to pass
the test of effective control.161

ATTRIBUTION IN PRACTICE: As described in
the Technical Section, current trends in decen-
tralization, automation (autonomous malware
and bots), and outsourcing (cybercrime as a
service) make it increasingly complex to trace
the source of offensive cyber capabilities,
obtain material evidence to prove instructions,
direction, or control, and therefore attribute
state responsibility for wrongful and illicit con-
duct across jurisdictions. 

Two recent examples of alleged nation state cyber-
attacks illustrate that the direct transfer of expertise
and technology between threat actors constitutes
another problem in proving a government’s involve-
ment and meeting attribution criteria. For instance,

according to several cybersecurity experts, the Chi-
nese APT group HAFNIUM may have leaked
unpatched Microsoft vulnerabilities to be exploited
in a short time period by a half-dozen APT groups in
the same region.162 But while the 2021 attack on
Microsoft Exchange Servers resulted in hacks of hun-
dreds of thousands of victims across critical sectors
and in 115 countries, it is unlikely that the attack
would pass the thresholds of “use of force” or “armed
attacks.” 

In 2021, the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) confirmed that the Russian criminal APT group,
FIN7 (also known as DarkSide), conducted a harmful
ransomware attack on the U.S. Colonial Pipeline
Company.163 The threat actor is known for its obfus-
cation strategies, for example, sharing advanced
offensive techniques with other ransomware groups
and enabling them to thrive and be more effective.
According to cybersecurity experts, FIN7 or DarkSide
is tolerated by the Russian government, “a private,
for-profit criminal organization that operates under
the benign neglect of Russian authorities.”164 The
malicious group also falls under what Maurer defines
as sanctioning or passive support; that is, when a
state cultivates and enables an ecosystem in which
cybercriminal groups can generate revenue by
specifically hacking the state’s geopolitical adver-
saries.  Without attributing the cyberattack to the
Russian state, U.S. President Joe Biden asserted that
Russia has “some responsibility to deal with this
[incident].”165

What we increasingly see is the emergence of a
loose, nebulous category of cyberactivity that
defies the attribution standards of international
law: threat actors who operate remotely, or from a
given state’s territory, conduct offensive cyberoper-
ations which align with this state’s intelligence
services or another state-aligned group but are not
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coordinated or directly supported by the state in
question.

What we can also conclude from the application of
Article 8 of the ILC’s Articles on State Responsibility is
that there is an increasing grey zone where cyber
proxies’ strategies and behaviors do not meet
the high standards required to ascribe state
responsibility. Nation states are certainly exploit-
ing this “unregulated zone” of cyberspace.

InTernaTIonal HUManITarIan
laW

During times of armed conflict, international human-
itarian law (IHL)—including the core principles of
distinction, proportionality, and precautions—

provides a comprehensive regulatory framework
that can be applied to offensive cyberoperations.166

IHL binds all parties to an armed conflict and
thus establishes an equality of rights and obli-
gations between states and non-state actors.
Yet, for IHL to apply, there must be a clear nexus
between harmful cyberoperations and ongoing hos-
tilities. In this regard, it is important to note that
only cyberoperations that are conducted in sup-
port of kinetic operations are governed by IHL.167

Under IHL treaties and customary law of armed con-
flict, certain types of nefarious cyber activities are
prohibited including (1) cyber capabilities that qualify
as weapons and are by nature indiscriminate, (2)
direct attacks against civilians and civilian objects,
(3) indiscriminate attacks that do not distinguish
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between military objectives and civilians or civilian
objects, (4) disproportionate attacks that may cause
incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, dam-
age to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, (5)
military cyberoperations that would not take all fea-
sible precautions to avoid or at least minimize
incidental civilian harm, (6) attacks that would
destroy, remove, or render useless objects indis-
pensable to the survival of the population,  and (7)
attacks that would target humanitarian and medical
services, including digital medical records.168 Only a
few other types of cyberoperations (even if they do
not meet the definition of “military operation”) might
be regulated by IHL based on the principle of dis-
tinction. For instance, a limited range of psychological
cyberoperations—such as severely harmful types of
propaganda—could be under the protective reach
of IHL if they are directed at civilians and if “they
amount to prohibited acts or threats of violence the
primary purpose of which is to spread terror among
the civilian population or encourage IHL viola-
tions.”169

A few states have shared positions on how IHL
applies to cyberoperations during armed conflicts,
and a wealth of debates among legal experts exist
on the matter. Among the below issues that lack
consensus or require further analysis, the first two
concern the types of IHL violations that could be per-
petrated by cyber proxies. The last two are relevant
to determining whether offensive operations con-
ducted by cyber proxies constitute direct participation
in hostilities and if proxy actors can be considered
combatants or mercenaries.

The “attack threshold”: There is no internationally
agreed definition on what constitutes a cyberattack
or cyber hostilities within IHL.170 Important technical
questions persist about how to define and qualify—
in the context of an armed conflict—technical terms

such as “attack” when they rely exclusively on cyber
means. Yet, it is increasingly recognized that cyber-
operations designed to bring physical destruction
or death meet the attack threshold. In its 2019 Posi-
tion Paper, the ICRC underlines the importance of
considering “harm due to the foreseeable direct and
indirect (or reverberating) effects of an attack, for
example, the death of patients in intensive care-
units caused by a cyberoperation on an electricity
network that results in cutting off a hospital’s elec-
tricity supply.”171 Consensus among states is still
lacking as to whether cyberoperations that would
not cause physical damage but would result in dis-
ruption and loss of essential services, or in erosion
of public trust in critical systems, would qualify as
an attack and thus violate IHL. Yet, a 2020 ICRC
report explains that “the ICRC has taken the position
that an operation designed to disable a computer
or a computer network during an armed conflict
constitutes an attack as defined in IHL, whether or
not the object is disabled through destruction or in
any other way.”172 ICRC legal experts insist that
“under an overly restrictive understanding, a cyber
operation that is directed at making a civilian network
(electricity, banking, communications, or other net-
work) dysfunctional, or risks causing this incidentally,
might not be covered by essential IHL rules protect-
ing the civilian population and objects.”173 This
distinction will be relevant to Case Study 1.

Civilian data as a protected “object”: A second
salient and unresolved question is whether datasets
can be considered as “objects” and whether adver-
sarial cyberoperations targeting essential civilian
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datasets for manipulation or destruction would then
violate IHL.174 While IHL affords protection to digital
medical records, other large populations’ datasets
are not explicitly covered by IHL, such as biometric
ID, social security, financial, and civil registry data.175

According to the ICRC, “excluding essential civilian
data from the protection afforded by IHL to civilian
objects would result in an important protection
gap.”176 While the question remains unresolved, a
number of states, including Finland, France, Ger-
many, Norway, and Romania, have argued that
civilian datasets should be afforded under IHL the
same level of protection as civilian objects.177

Direct participation in hostilities: While there is
no internationally agreed definition of what consti-
tutes “direct participation in hostility,” ICRC refers to
three criteria to assess if an act meets the thresh-
old.178 The first concerns a threshold of harm. The
harmful cyberactivity would either have to “adversely
affect the military operations or military capacity of
a party to an armed conflict” or “cause death, injury
or destruction on persons or objects protected
against direct attacks” (cf. the above mentioned
“attack threshold”).179 The second relates to a need
to prove direct causation between the hostile
cyberactivity and the resulting harm.180 For instance,
the cyberattack launched by proxies has to be an
integral part of a coordinated military operation. The
third constitutes a belligerent nexus, as indicated
by the ICRC. The offensive cyberoperation must be

specifically designed to directly cause the required
threshold of harm in support of a party to the conflict
and to the detriment of another.181 Under certain
circumstances, a cyberoperation that would cause
serious harm to a state’s infrastructure could be
considered as direct participation in hostilities by
cyber proxies in the context of an armed conflict. As
mentioned by the UN Working Group on the use of
mercenaries, “it is a matter of fact and degree
whether any particular cyberactivity is likely to cause
harm to a party to a conflict, with a sufficient nexus
between the act and the armed conflict.”182

The Cyber Law Toolkit provides enlightening exam-
ples of how direct participation in hostilities could
be understood in cyberspace.183 Consider a situation
where an APT group acts as proxy for State A, which
is opposed to State B in an ongoing armed conflict.
The APT group uses offensive cyber methods (such
as cyber theft or intrusion) to exfiltrate strategic mil-
itary information about State B and transmit this
information to State A for tactical use on the battle-
field. Now, consider another situation where the APT
group designs sophisticated influence operations,
including spreading wrong information about State
A’s defense strategies or its concentration of troops
at certain locations. Such influence operations
directly affect and severely compromise State B’s
military operations. Both types of offensive cyber
conduct may qualify as direct participation in 
hostilities.
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Qualification as mercenaries or mercenary-
related actors: Direct participation in hostilities is
necessary to meet the criteria for classification as a
mercenary under Article 47 of the Additional Proto-
col I to the Geneva Conventions of 1949.184

Qualification as mercenaries implies that these types
of actors do not benefit from the inherent protec-
tions related to the status of combatant. Even more,
cyber proxies that would qualify as mercenaries
could be prosecuted for directly participating in an
armed conflict even if it cannot be proven that their
participation in hostility has been contracted by a
state or a non-state actor.185 Common Article 1 of
the Geneva Conventions also stipulates that States
have to ensure IHL compliance by proxy actors that
would be conducting operations on their behalf.186  

Interpreting what “mercenarism” means in cyber-
space and cyberwarfare is a complex and enduring
challenge. As previously explained, the application
of the traditional definition of mercenaries to cyber
offense does not reflect well what is actually hap-
pening in cyberspace. Because of the opacity and
levels of dissociation characterizing the murky
ecosystems in which cyber proxy actors thrive, it
might be difficult to prove that they meet the above-
mentioned necessary threshold of “direct causation”
and “belligerent nexus.”

ATTRIBUTION IN PRACTICE: Determining who
the “operator” of a cyberattack is, and whether
the direction of the operation can be attributed
to a state or non-state actor party to the con-
flict, has severe legal consequences in the
context of armed conflict. If the entity respon-
sible for planning and executing a given
cyberoperation cannot be attributed, it
becomes problematic to prove the nexus
between the operation and an armed conflict,
and assess whether IHL is even applicable to

the operation. The problem resides not only
with identifying the source of the cyberattack,
but also with qualifying in legal terms (and with
material evidence) the nature of the relation-
ship with the state on behalf of which the
cyberoperation is conducted. Attribution is
often necessary to ascribe responsibility to a
state. In that case, the ICRC stipulates that
“under international law, a state is responsible
for conduct attributable to it, including possible
violations of IHL,” and this includes: (1) violations
committed by its organs, including its armed
forces; (2) violations committed by persons or
entities it empowered to exercise elements of
governmental authority; (3) violations commit-
ted by persons or groups acting in fact on its
instructions, or under its direction or control;
and (4) violations committed by private persons
or groups which it acknowledges and adopts
at its own conduct.”187 

InTernaTIonal CrIMInal laW

A limited category of harmful cyberoperations can
also be regulated under international criminal law,
which applies to any natural person who commits
an international crime. Under this regime, cyber
mercenaries and individuals engaging in cyber proxy
groups may be prosecuted for conducting cyber
and information operations that would constitute
war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide.
To prove individual responsibility for these interna-
tional crimes, two elements have to be established:
actus reus (the physical parts of the crime) and mens
rea (the intent to commit the crime). The principle
of command responsibility (Article 28 of the Rome
Statute), established in customary international law,
stipulates that military commanders may be held
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criminally responsible for crimes committed by
armed forces under their effective command and
control.188 As specified by the UN Working Group
on the use of mercenaries, “the superiors of such
individuals who are implicated in the commission of
devastating cyberattacks, or fail to prevent such 
malicious cyberattacks, should not evade accounta-
bility.”189

In 2019 and 2020, a Council of Advisers on the Appli-
cation of the Rome Statute to Cyberwarfare provided
critical insights into how the ICC may regulate cyber-
operations that have the potential to cause grave
suffering of the civilian population, including suffer-
ing equal to that caused by the most serious
international crimes.190 For instance, members of
the Council confirmed that a cyberoperation altering
or deleting civilian medical data may be considered
a violation of IHL, and therefore possibly a war
crime.191 The Council also specified conditions under
which cyberoperations could lead to crimes against
humanity: by producing a mass-casualty event
related to the malfunction or failure of critical
infrastructures (such as nuclear power plants,
dams, and large networks of hospitals); or by inflict-
ing serious and systematic harm to the mental
health of a targeted group to the extent that it
would amount to torture or persecution.192 In par-
ticular, the Council agreed with the UN’s special
rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman, or
degrading treatment or punishment that “cybertech-
nology can also be used to inflict, or contribute to,
severe mental suffering while avoiding the conduit
of the physical body, most notably through intimi-
dation, harassment, surveillance, public shaming and

defamation, as well as appropriation, deletion or
manipulation of information.”193 Regarding the crime
of genocide, members of the Council concluded that
cyberoperations may not only contribute to severe
psychological and mental harm, but also help initiate
and amplify physical acts of violence that could
threaten the destruction of a specific minority.194  

ICC proceedings require very high evidentiary stan-
dards for attribution, and this is particularly relevant
to the involvement of cyber proxies. How to qualify,
document, and attribute international crimes in the
digital context and how to proceed across jurisdic-
tions will continue to create legal ambiguities and
challenges. The characteristics of cyber proxy oper-
ations, such as the different ways for non-state
actors to hide or falsify their identity and obfuscate
information related to their conduct, knowledge, and
intent, could complicate evidentiary attribution. In
particular, the Council of Advisers “considered that
if cyberactivity is outsourced by a party to the conflict,
as a factual matter, it may be more difficult to estab-
lish that the perpetrators of a particular attacks had
knowledge that there was an ongoing armed conflict,
particularly if the attack is launched from territory
outside of the territory of conflict.”195 Such consid-
erations will be developed in Case Study 1.
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InTernaTIonal HUMan rIGHTs
laW (IHrl)

• Human rights implications of cyber proxy
activity: Offensive cyberoperations, including
cyberattacks, intrusion, and surveillance, can cause
human rights violations, both in armed conflicts
and in peacetime. The ICRC confirms that cyber-
operations “without, or with unclear, links to armed
conflicts” have had damaging impact on civilian
infrastructures, such as hospitals, water and elec-
trical facilities, and nuclear and petrochemical
plants.196 In 2021, the UN Working Group on the
use of mercenaries noted, “Destruction of data-
bases which contain information concerning
civilians could quickly bring government services
and private businesses to a complete standstill
and thus cause more harm to civilians than the
destruction of physical objects.” In situations
where cyberattacks have harmful impact and
reverberating effects on critical systems across
the medical, energy, water and disaster relief sec-
tors, these attacks may engage and even violate
the right to life and the right not to be subjected
to torture and other inhuman or degrading
treatment.

Aggressive information operations and digital prop-
aganda may affect citizens’ right to information.
Offensive cyberoperations that target and aim to
manipulate the functioning of electoral systems
may also directly impact citizens’ capacity to vote
and their fundamental democratic rights of rep-
resentation.

Some digital vulnerabilities can be exploited for
the cybersabotage of IT supply chains and critical
infrastructure while others can be harnessed for
both targeted and mass-surveillance of popu-
lations. In its 2019 “Surveillance and human rights”
report, the UN Rapporteur on the promotion and
protection of the right to freedom of opinion and
expression explains that “Governments and pri-

vate actors are known to purchase security vul-
nerabilities in commonly available software from
security researchers to be utilized as ‘zero-day
exploits’ for the purpose of gaining access to 
individual communications and devices.”197 The
combination of critical vulnerabilities in widely
used civilian technologies (e.g., iPhones, Android
phones) with very intrusive spyware (such as the
ones using zero-click infection method and key-
logger) gives offensive actors the capacity to
implement precise surveillance but on a large-
scale. If the vulnerabilities are not reported to
relevant service providers, the security of increas-
ingly large swaths of populations can be
compromised, including remote, cross-border
access to and exfiltration of their most sensitive
financial, health, biometrics, and employment
data. The 2019 “Surveillance and human rights”
report describes a private surveillance industry
shrouded in secrecy, operating with impunity in an
unregulated market, and matching the needs of
authoritarian regimes.198 The report also clearly
mentions that “Surveillance of specific individuals –
often journalists, activists, opposition figures, critics
and others exercising their rights to freedom of
expression – has been shown to lead to arbitrary
detention, sometimes to torture and possibly to
extrajudicial killings.”199 

Beyond risks to physical safety and security, such
new forms of hypercharged surveillance activities
can violate individuals’ right to privacy, as well
as their freedom of expression and freedom
of association, becoming a powerful medium for
repression and censorship. Precision surveillance,
increasingly merging with biometrics and behav-
ioral recognition technologies, can also be used
to discriminate against certain groups based
on their race, religion, sexual orientation, or
other factors. In certain instances of repression,
pervasive surveillance has led to violence and
direct harm against vulnerable population sub-
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groups who are targeted. Examples of tech-enabled
surveillance used in situations of repression or con-
flict can be found in Syria, China, and Iran.200

• Attributing responsibility for IHRL violations:
During times of peace, armed conflict, and human-
itarian emergencies, international human rights
law (IHRL)201 establishes obligations for states to
protect, respect, and fulfil human rights standards.
In other words, states bear international respon-
sibility for the violation of human rights obligations
that are attributable to them.202 It follows that
states must refrain from conducting, sponsoring,
or supporting offensive cyberoperations that
would violate the rights of individuals within their
jurisdiction. While there is no international con-
sensus on whether human rights obligations apply
to a state’s extraterritorial cyberactivity, legal
experts concur that “human rights obligations do
apply to some acts of a State outside its terri-
tory.”203 This is relevant for the present report, as
there are increasing trends of authoritarian states
imposing cyber surveillance and intrusion on vic-
tims located in a foreign or third country. 

Recruiting non-state actors to wage cyberattacks
on civilian groups does not relieve governments
from their obligations under IHRL. States are also
bound to take all reasonable measures to protect
the rights of individuals within their jurisdiction
from violation by cyberoperations when such
operations are conducted by other states and
non-state actors.204 This implies that states are
required to guarantee human rights compliance
by the private sector within their territory through
domestic legislation and enforcement. For
instance, states must investigate, prosecute, and
sanction alleged violations of human rights abuses

by cyber proxies, including APT groups and private
military and security companies, and provide effec-
tive remedies to victims. The obligation to protect
also entails implementing preventive measures.
Consider, for instance, the following: members of
a certain ethnic group living in a defined territory
in a State have been the target of pervasive cyber-
aggression that interferes with their rights. The
State concerned is therefore responsible for taking
all reasonable measures to prevent future, similar
cyberthreats from occurring.

In contemporary conflicts, armed non-state violent
actors (ANSA) increasingly have access to the serv-
ices of private sector offensive actors and a
globalized market of offensive cyber capabilities.
Through resolutions adopted in UN organs such
as the Security Council, the General Assembly, or
the Human Rights Council, it is increasingly recog-
nized that ANSA do bear human rights obligations,
particularly if they exercise either government-like
functions or de facto control over territory and
population. In these situations, ANSA must, at a
minimum, respect and protect the human rights
of individuals and groups in that territory. States
should therefore develop and strengthen clear
and formal mechanisms that can help recognize
the IHRL obligations of ANSA in cyberspace, includ-
ing criteria to determine their capacity to hold
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human rights obligations.205 Such normative effort
should include collaboration with international
and regional judicial authorities to ensure that the
potential for human rights violation in cyberconflict
is addressed. 

While IHRL presents a relatively robust legal frame-
work with monitoring bodies and enforcement
mechanisms at the international level, complex
accountability and compliance challenges
remain, such as (1) clarifying legal attribution
(substantiated with evidence) in instances of
human rights violations, (2) tracing surveil-
lance and intrusion back to third parties and
private sector actors, and (3) dealing with
multi-jurisdictional and extraterritorial types
of violations. 

In cyberspace, sufficient mechanisms for ensuring
corporate responsibility and related compliance
are also lacking. The UN Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights, adopted by the
Human Rights Council in 2011, confirm that states
have the duty to take appropriate measures to
prevent, investigate, punish, and redress human
rights abuses by third parties. Moreover, the Guid-
ing Principles indicate that states should exercise
adequate oversight when carrying out their duty
to protect, for instance when they contract with
private sector actors for the procurement of serv-
ices that could impact human rights.206 The
Guiding Principles also encourage business enti-
ties to implement a set of policy commitments
and processes, such as human rights impact
assessment, consultation with affected groups,
and grievance mechanisms for affected rights
holders. Yet, when it comes to the cybersurveil-
lance industry, the diagnosis is appalling. In a 2019

report, the UN Special Rapporteur on the promo-
tion and protection of the right to freedom of
opinion and expression states that “By every meas-
ure, the companies would appear to fail to meet
even these minimum baselines,”207 concluding
that, in this technological domain, “self-regulation
lacks substance.”208

CUsToMarY InTernaTIonal laW
anD THe norMaTIVe aCQUIs

Non-binding in nature, the consensus reports pub-
lished in 2021 by both UN Cyber Groups (the 6th
UN Governmental Group of Experts [GGE] and the
1st Open-Ended Working Group [OEWG] reflect nor-
mative convergence, in particular around affirming
the “acquis” of 2010-2015. The normative “acquis”
is the common term used by UN and government
officials to refer to the collective outcomes of the
UN’s GGEs on responsible state behavior in cyber-
space, in particular the three GGEs that agreed on
consensus reports in 2010, 2013, and 2015. This
fundamental normative framework stipulates, inter
alia, (1) the applicability of international law to cyber-
space, including the UN Charter and (2) adhesion to
11 non-binding, voluntary norms of responsible state
behavior, with the understanding that further norms
could be developed and adopted over time. In its
2021 report, the 6th UN GGE reaffirmed that “States
must not use proxies to commit internationally
wrongful acts,” and that “States should seek to
ensure that their territories are not used by non-
State actors for unlawful use of ICTs.”209 While this
recommendation does not constitute a legal obli-
gation for states, it reproves the instances when a
state directs (orchestration) or tolerates (passive
support) hostile cyber proxy activity. The 2021 UN
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GGE report goes a step beyond the previous 2015
GGE report, which had framed cyber proxy activity
mainly as non-state actors operating under effective
control of a state.

Several principles in the acquis are relevant to the
protection of critical civilian infrastructure from offen-
sive cyber proxy activity and rely on both a set of
negative and positive standards to ensure respon-
sible behavior in cyberspace. In particular, when
public critical infrastructure is targeted by a cyber-
attack, states are expected to provide assistance
and, if the cyberthreat is emanating from their sov-
ereign territory, states are expected to help mitigate
the malicious cyberactivity in question. One of the
norms also encourages responsible reporting of ICT
vulnerabilities. Yet, the Technical Section of this
report explains how China has been accused of
using such normative expectations to stockpile and
exploit zero-day vulnerabilities.

Another achievement of both Cyber Groups consists
in their convening and consultative function, building
processes for states and multi-stakeholder actors to
exchange arguments and clarify legal positions
with increased transparency. Such effort may not
only support future political and legal dialogue but
also contribute to forming an opinio juris, which
could consolidate understanding and imple-
mentation of the rules and principles of
customary international law. During the UN Cyber
Groups’ negotiations, significant tensions emerged
in discussions about whether international legal rules
and principles should have a binding effect in cyber-
space. Existing international law posits that states
have jurisdiction over the ICT infrastructure located
within their territory, but there is no overarching con-
sensus regarding the principles of sovereignty, due
diligence, and possible response options under the
form of collective countermeasures. 

For instance, the 2021 GGE report recognizes that
there is no multinational consensus on whether 

sovereignty is a primary rule of international law or
merely a principle with no binding effect [paragraph
71(b)].210 The UK firmly insists on sovereignty as a
non-binding principle while a growing number of
states, including China, France, Germany, and several
other European countries, argue for a binding status.
Defining the legal scope of cyber sovereignty
has critical implications—for example, in distin-
guishing and qualifying when remote, offensive
cyberoperations, including by proxy actors,
would constitute a sovereignty breach. Offensive
cyberoperations that would target digital infrastruc-
ture and merely result in a loss of functionality or
alteration of datasets would not likely constitute a
violation of sovereignty. Only France has signaled
that a cyberoperation causing harmful effects on its
national territory could be considered a sovereignty
breach.

The 2021 GGE report did not make further progress
on the question of whether it is lawful for states to
assume collective countermeasures—for instance,
by assisting each other in taking countermeasures
during conflicts in cyberspace [paragraph 71(e)].211

Countermeasures constitute “sub-use-of-force
actions that alone would be unlawful but for the
fact that they are taken in response to an interna-
tionally wrongful act of another state and specifically
aimed at inducing that state to return to compliance
or pay reparations.”212 Again, it may be necessary in
the future to delimitate the legal framework that
would allow for states to join forces in cyber
responses when attacked by state-sponsored cyber
proxies. Particularly, it might be useful to clarify the
lines between cyber-resilience strategies and more
active countermeasures (for instance, cyber network
intrusion for “hunt forward” missions that are often
framed as “active cyber defense”). Yet, providing such
clarity might also have complex implications for
strategic ambiguity, compellence, and deterrence in
cyberspace.213
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The most important principle for addressing cyber
proxy offensive activities might be due diligence.
Due diligence is the normative notion that states
should be aware of and aim to prevent a situation
where hostile cyberoperations would be operated
from their territory. Such a normative principle could
constitute useful leverage to address problems of
extraterritoriality and attribution of responsibility to
states. Due diligence would still apply in different
complex situations (1) when a state turns a blind eye
on offensive cyber proxy activity emanating from its
territory, or (2) when cyberthreat actors launch an
attack that transits across several countries and juris-
dictions.214 A certain core of UN Member States,
including France and Germany, consider due diligence

as an important rule of international law that could
become customary, but this position is not universal,
and for instance, not shared by Israel and the United
States. There may be legitimate reasons for nuanced
discussions between states and being cautious about
“solidifying” the principle of due diligence. On one
hand, it could be used by adversarial states as an
excuse to impose more and more intrusive monitor-
ing of their own ICT infrastructures, legitimating
practices that violate human rights. Yet, due diligence
could help strengthen international expectations of
responsible behavior, such as when information is
shared with a state indicating that its territory is being
used for adversarial cyberoperations. 
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Modern conflicts have increasingly taken on cyber
components, and this became more evident when
the Russian Federation escalated its war of aggres-
sion against Ukraine in February 2022. Several
important shifts are currently shaping how the ongo-
ing international armed conflict in Ukraine is fought
with potential consequences for the application of
IHL and the Rome Statute. Three observations can
be made at the onset. First, cyberwarfare can
become an integral and operational part of an inter-
national armed conflict. Second, because of the
interconnectivity and dual-use nature of cyberspace,
offensive cyberoperations in an armed conflict may
target and have indiscriminate effects on civilian
infrastructures. Third, the ongoing conflict between
the Russian Federation and Ukraine shows an alarm-
ing proliferation of proxy actors involved with
different degrees of intensity in cyber and informa-
tion operations. Together, these three evolving facets
of the ongoing conflict have the potential to cause

human harm and make difficult the application of
IHL and the Rome Statute.

neXUs To an onGoInG 
InTernaTIonal arMeD ConflICT

Cyberspace has clearly emerged as a critical domain
of warfare along with land, air, sea, and outer space.
Russia’s actions in Ukraine have shown how cyber-
operations may be conducted in coordination with
and in support of wartime kinetic operations. In this
specific context, technical investigation may be used
to start establishing, with evidentiary support, the
existence of a nexus between offensive cyberoper-
ations targeting Ukrainian critical infrastructures and
the ongoing armed conflict. For instance, analyses
by experts have confirmed that many offensive
cyberoperations launched by proxy actors affiliated
with Russia’s military intelligence have targeted the
same categories of Ukrainian systems hit by wartime

CASE STUDY 1: 

prolIferaTIon of CYber proXIes In THe onGoInG InVasIon 
of UKraIne bY THe rUssIan feDeraTIon



kinetic operations.215 These targets include critical
systems across public sectors, including communi-
cations, banking institutions, electricity grids, water
systems, and logistics and transportation infrastruc-
tures. As a 2022 Microsoft analysis indicates, “the
repeated temporal, sectoral and geographic associ-
ation of these cyberattacks by Russian military
intelligence with corresponding military kinetic
attacks indicates a shared set of operational priori-
ties and provides strong circumstantial evidence that
the efforts are coordinated.”216 While there are some
technical and policy debates about the military effec-
tiveness of Russia’s wartime cyberoperations,
high-level officials with NATO, the U.S. Cyber Com-
mand, and the U.S. National Security Agency have
confirmed high intensity in offensive cyberopera-
tions brought to Ukraine and their civilian networks
by Russia.217 An analysis by Nick Beecroft at the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace reports
that “Russia launched an intensive campaign of
cyberattacks to coincide with the invasion, consti-
tuting around 800 attacks against Ukrainian targets
up to the end of March [2022].”218

HarMfUl IMpaCT on CIVIlIan 
popUlaTIons anD obJeCTs

Cybersecurity experts across the public and private
sectors have started documenting the proliferation
of hostile attacks by APT groups, pervasive cyber-
espionage activities, and strains of innovative
malware that have been deployed in the context of
the ongoing conflict in Ukraine.219 In this context,
one cyber proxy actor has been particularly brazen:
Sandworm (also called Iridium or Unit 74455) is affil-

iated with the GRU and was already involved in the
2015/2016 attacks on Ukraine’s electric grid and in
the widespread 2017 NotPetya attack.

• In the first months of the conflict, waves of offen-
sive cyberoperations targeted communication
systems used by Ukraine’s military forces, govern-
ment agencies, and civilian population. On
February 24, 2022, a major cyberoperation con-
ducted by the proxy group Sandworm targeted
broadband Internet access, disabling modems
that communicate with global Internet provider
Viasat’s KA-SAT satellite network.220 The cyberat-
tack was planned to coincide with missile strikes
throughout Ukraine’s territory as Russian troops
crossed the border. Widespread reverberating
effects extended far beyond military objectives,
impacting civilian infrastructure in Ukraine and
European countries, including the disruption of
emergency health services in France and wind tur-
bines in Germany. 

• On April 8, 2022, the same proxy actor, Sandworm,
deployed a sophisticated malware designed to
manipulate or damage the function of industrial
control systems critical to electrical facilities in a
region of Ukraine. The cyberoperation was mod-
elled on similar destructive techniques used by
Sandworm in the extensive 2015 and 2016 attacks
on Ukraine’s power grid. The 2022 attack’s pur-
pose was to cut off electrical power for 1.5 to 2
million Ukrainians. 

• In October 2022, Sandworm used a new attack
method—the Prestige ransomware—to paralyze
several logistics, aid, and transportation sectors
in Ukraine and Poland.
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• Throughout the first year of the conflict, destruc-
tive cyberattacks that involve new malware
designed to delete data and destroy computers’
key functions targeted close to 50 Ukrainian agen-
cies and enterprises. As indicated by Microsoft,
“of the roughly 50 Ukrainian organizations that
Russian military operators have hit with destructive
wiper malware since February 2022, 55% were
critical infrastructure organizations, including in
the energy, transportation, water, law enforcement
and emergency services, and health care 
sectors.”221

eVIDenTIarY proCess for IHl 
VIolaTIons anD War CrIMes

The International Criminal Court (ICC) is currently
investigating physical war crimes committed in
Ukraine during the past annexation of Crimea and
in the ongoing conflict. While Ukraine is not a party
to the Rome Statute, it has accepted ICC’s jurisdiction
after Russia’s annexation of Crimea. In this context,
legal experts have begun framing discussions on

potential “cyber war crimes.” They are also actively
analyzing the type of offensive cyberoperations con-
ducted by Sandworm to assess if these cyber
incidents could constitute IHL violations and, even
possibly, war crimes. 

In March 2022, human rights lawyers and investiga-
tors at the Human Rights Center at the University of
California Berkeley School of Law submitted a formal
request to the Office of the Prosecutor of the ICC in
the Hague.222 The document urges the ICC to con-
sider war crime prosecutions of the cyber proxy
actor, Sandworm, for its offensive cyberoperations
targeting civilian objects in Ukraine. Strategically, the
Berkeley group emphasized the two cyberattacks
that caused widespread power blackouts for hun-
dreds of thousands of civilians in the winters of 2015
and 2016. The reason for focusing on those attacks
is that they have been documented in detail by tech-
nical and law enforcement experts in the grand jury
indictment published by the U.S. Department of Jus-
tice in October 2020.223 The indictment clearly
attributes the 2015 and 2016 attacks to six Russian
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military officers, pointing to the relationship between
the proxy group Sandworm and the GRU, and pro-
viding thorough evidence about Sandworm’s modus
operandi. 

What the U.S. indictment does not establish is the
nexus between the two 2015/2016 attacks and the
kinetic fighting in Ukraine that followed the 2014
annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation.
This issue of establishing a nexus with hostilities in
Crimea and Eastern Ukraine could be revisited ret-
rospectively by the ICC. Not only did the harmful
2015 and 2016 cyberoperations lead to physical
impact (large power outages), they also dispropor-
tionately affected civilian populations in Western
Ukraine far from the kinetic combat front.224 Under
Article 8 of the Rome Statute, the ICC could pursue
war crime charges for Russia’s attacks on civilian
objects in Ukraine since February 2022. According
to Berkeley human rights lawyer Lindsay Freeman,
“Pursuing these charges, along with any additional
cyberattacks since the start of this year (2022) that
meet the requisite threshold, would be an important
step towards modernizing international law and
accountability mechanisms.”225

The Berkeley group of human rights lawyers has
advanced several arguments to support the impor-
tance of considering “cyber war crimes” perpetrated
in the ongoing conflict in Ukraine. First, an array of
offensive cyberoperations in coordination with
kinetic strikes in the ongoing conflict has targeted
civilian objects (including, according to Ukrainian
sources, humanitarian and emergency medical serv-
ices).226 Second, there is an urgency to collect,
classify, and preserve all digital and material evidence
that can help support technical investigation and
legal attribution. Such fact-finding missions are nec-
essary to substantiate indiscriminate attacks against
civilian objects. Third, past and ongoing research
efforts by ICRC, the CyberPeace Institute, and other
groups have already demonstrated the severe

human costs of offensive cyberoperations, and these
experts have emphasized why stronger accounta-
bility mechanisms should be prioritized. In a 2020
report, the ICRC emphasized how “they [cyber inci-
dents] offer a chilling warning about the potential
humanitarian impact of military cyberoperations in
contemporary and future armed conflicts.”227 Others
have warned that cyberoperations designed to cor-
rupt industrial and safety control systems could lead
to a humanitarian crisis.228 Fourth, the ongoing con-
flict is the first instance of integrating cyberwarfare
into an armed conflict, but likely not the last. There-
fore, it becomes urgent to consider legal and
accountability implications. To this end, the 2019-
2020 Council of Advisers on the Application of the
Rome Statute to Cyberwarfare has already begun
delineating the legal challenges to be discussed and
clarified to modernize international criminal law.

UnDersTanDInG THe leGal
THresHolDs In praCTICe

Several analyses by cybersecurity and legal experts
have argued that a range of offensive cyberopera-
tions by proxy actors affiliated with the Russian
military have been conducted alongside and in sup-
port of kinetic warfare, thereby creating a nexus with
the ongoing conflict in Ukraine. However, there is a
need to assess whether some of these offensive
cyberoperations meet the relevant legal thresholds
to qualify as IHL violations and, possibly, war crimes. 

IHL violations: First, experts would have to establish
whether some of the offensive cyberoperations con-
ducted in the ongoing conflict in Ukraine constitute
an “attack” under IHL. As indicated by ICRC, “Con-
cretely, rules such as prohibition on attacks against
civilians and civilian objects, the prohibition on indis-
criminate and disproportionate attacks, and the
obligation to take all feasible precautions to avoid
or at least reduce incidental harm to civilians and
damage to civilian objects when carrying out an
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attack apply to those operations that qualify as
‘attacks’ as defined in IHL.”229 It follows that cyberse-
curity and legal experts would have to provide
evidence that some of the cyberoperations targeting
Ukrainian civilian infrastructures since the start of
2022 have significantly incapacitated these infra-
structures and essential services even if they did
not cause physical destruction. Pervasive or signifi-
cant loss of functionality, as well as damage that
would require replacing some of the digital infra-
structure involved in essential services, may actually
meet the “attack” threshold. Several of the offensive
cyberoperations perpetrated by the proxy group,
Sandworm, and described above, may have had
such destructive impact. For instance, the cyberop-
eration against the Viasat’s KA-SAT satellite network
rendered inoperable thousands of broadband
modems in Ukraine, including those used by military
and other governmental agencies, causing major
loss in Internet communications (about 30,000 new
modems had to be shipped to customers to bring
customers back online).230 While cyber defense
forces were able to thwart Sandworm’s cyberoper-
ation targeting industrial control systems of a large
Ukrainian energy provider, the purpose of the cyber-
operation was to manipulate these safety systems
and severely compromise electric power supply for
a large part of the population.231 Among the waves
of cyberoperations that targeted data-based sys-
tems and services, the Hermetic Wiper malware
destroyed the functionality of computer systems of
Ukrainian government agencies as well as financial,
defense, aviation, IT, and energy service organiza-
tions.232  The data wiper malware also compromised
a Ukrainian border control station, critically slowing
the processing of refugees fleeing into Romania. 

With time, more research could help document the
loss of functionality that was caused to digital infra-
structures and reverberating effects on critical
sectors (documenting impact on emergency, health-
care, and humanitarian services, or water and energy
infrastructures). And such crucial cyber forensics
evidence could help experts assess whether some
of the 2022 offensive cyberoperations qualify as
attacks under IHL. Next, cybersecurity and legal
experts would then need to assess the extent to
which those cyberoperations that constitute “attacks”
violate the principles of distinction, proportionality,
and precaution. Military professionals have explained
how kinetic warfare operations by Russia have ampli-
fied and become more indiscriminate as the war has
progressed.233 And, in the case of offensive cyberop-
erations against critical civilian infrastructures, there
might be an argument to make about the need to
assess their potential cumulative impact and the
subsequent suffering it has imposed on the civilian
population.

War crimes: Under Article 8 of the Rome Statute,
indiscriminate attacks affecting the civilian popula-
tion or civilian objects qualify as war crimes. Reports
by military and cybersecurity professionals have con-
firmed that offensive cyberoperations by Russian
proxy groups have targeted Ukrainian critical infra-
structure. But to be prosecuted as a war crime,
experts would have to prove that the principle of
distinction has been breached and that such cyber-
attacks have indiscriminately targeted the civilian
population or civilian objects. As emphasized by the
Council of Advisers on the Application of the Rome
Statute to Cyberwarfare, “this [indiscriminate attacks]
covers both attacks that are conducted in an indis-
criminate manner – in other words, an attack not
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directed specifically at a military objective – and
attacks conducted by means and methods of war-
fare incapable of being directed at specific military
objective.”234 As the Council illustrates, “the former
can include a discriminate weapon that is used indis-
criminately, such as a piece of malware triggered by
accessing a website used by both civilian and military
actors.”235 The problem in cyberwarfare is that 
offensive operations tend to target computing infra-
structures that are “dual-use,” used both for civilian
and military functions. The ICC would therefore have
to assess whether the 2022 cyberattacks on Ukrain-
ian energy, water, and other critical infrastructures
were specifically designed, conducted, and deployed
with the goal to target a military objective and
achieve a military advantage. One way to address
the analysis, for instance, would be for the cyber
proxy groups to demonstrate in their defense argu-
ment, through a proportionality test, that targeting
electric power supplies (even if those were largely
serving civilians) could help Russia achieve direct,
prominent, or overbearing military advantage over
Ukraine’s armed forces. Expert analyses have
pointed to the fact that offensive cyberoperations
by proxy actors affiliated with Russia have dispro-
portionately affected Ukrainian citizens in the
ongoing conflict while bringing few military suc-
cesses.236 Some have added that targeting the
functioning of the power grid in the middle of winter
in cold temperatures could be described as a way
to harm the civilian population and seriously degrade
its conditions and means of survival.237

While the facts still need to be documented and
backed by evidence, Ukrainian officials have con-
demned these cyberattacks on their critical
infrastructures. Yurii Shchyhol, Head of Ukraine’s
State Service for Special Communications and Infor-
mation Protection, wrote for the Atlantic Council: 

Overall, attributing cyberattacks and ascribing
responsibility for IHL violations and war crimes
requires a complex evidentiary process. In the 
ongoing conflict, cybersecurity companies and pro-
fessionals have lent their cyber forensics capacity to
public authorities and have already attributed a range
of cyberoperations to proxy actors affiliated with Rus-
sia’s military and foreign intelligence services.
However, a proportion of hostile cyberoperations
remain unattributed (and/or attribution lacks evi-
dence). The process is further complicated by the
proliferation of proxy actors on both sides that are
parties to the conflict.

prolIferaTIon of CYber proXIes
anD parTICIpaTIon In HosTIlITIes

The ongoing conflict in Ukraine confirms proliferation
of offensive cyber capabilities and proxy groups
engaged in operations on behalf of both parties to
the conflict. 

The Russian government has many APT groups
at its disposal in the ongoing conflict, half a dozen
of which have been engaged in developing sophisti-
cated malware for cyberattacks and for cyber
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“Just as the russian army routinely disregards
the rules of war, russian hackers also appear
to have no boundaries regarding legitimate
targets for cyber-attacks. popular targets have
included vital non-military infrastructure such
as energy and utilities providers. Hospitals
and first responders have been subjected to
cyber-attacks designed to disrupt the provi-
sion of emergency services in the immediate
aftermath of airstrikes. as millions of Ukrain-
ian refugees fled the fighting during the first
month of the war, hackers attacked humani-
tarian organizations.”238



espionage.239 While Sandworm has launched
destructive cyberoperations against critical infra-
structures, APT 28 (also called Strontium and Unit
26165) has exploited unpatched vulnerabilities in
Microsoft Exchange Servers to access strategic infor-
mation at military and government agencies in
central Ukraine. APT groups aligned with Russia
extended their reach beyond Ukraine, intruding into
defense industry-related organizations of NATO allies
and government agencies in Eastern Europe
Between February and June 2022, Microsoft
detected Russian network intrusion efforts against
128 organizations in 42 countries.240

On an ad hoc basis, the Russian government also
recruits cybercriminal syndicates to conduct hos-
tile cyberoperations; about eight of them have
been identified by the U.S. Cybersecurity and Infra-
structure Security Agency (CISA) as serious threats
in the context of the ongoing international conflict.241

As Sherman explains, those cybercriminal syndicates
have a form of tacit agreement with the Kremlin:
while they can moonlight for personal gain (inciden-
tally also bringing money to the Russian economy),
they must also respond to the government’s
requests for cyber offensive support.242 One exam-
ple is WIZARD SPIDER (also called UNC2727 or Gold
Ulrick), known for having deployed the Conti ran-
somware against hundreds of public and private
organizations in the U.S. and worldwide, including
healthcare and first responder networks. In February
2022, WIZARD SPIDER pledged support to the 
Russian government and threatened critical infra-

structure organizations in countries perceived to
carry out cyberattacks or war against the Russian
government and the Russian people.243 In March
2022, another cybercrime gang, SCULLY SPIDER,
launched a series of DDoS attacks against multiple
Ukrainian government organizations in support of
Russia’s military offensive.244 Groups, such as Killnet
and The XakNet Team, operate in the grey zone
between cybercrime and hacktivism, pledging to
work for the good of Russia, but have launched
intrusive attacks in a dozen nations, including against
a U.S. airport.245

The Russian invasion of Ukraine has also led to a
resurgence of cyber militancy or cyber hack-
tivism in support of Ukraine. The international
hacktivist collective, Anonymous, has claimed
responsibility for a large number of cyberattacks,
including on Russia’s Ministry of Defense, the energy
group Gazprom, and the state television station RT.246

Part of the same effort, the Polish hacktivist move-
ment Squad303 has designed a tool to get massive
access to Russian cell phone numbers (allegedly 20
million messages) and share “real” insights about
the war.247 Another group, the Cyber Partisans, leads
a digital resistance against the Belarusian govern-
ment and have claimed responsibility for a
high-profile operation against the Belarusian railway
system that reportedly halted Russian ground
artillery and troop movement into Ukraine.248

The most notable development in this area relates
to a “direct participation in hostilities.” Responding
to the Ukrainian government’s call for support, large
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numbers of Ukrainian and remote foreign hackers
have contributed their cyber defensive and offensive
skills to Ukraine’s “IT Army.”249 One of the main activ-
ities within Ukraine’s IT Army is to provide cyber
defense for Ukrainian government and military web-
sites, as well as to secure the personal data of
Ukrainian soldiers. They also monitor social media
and other online platforms for disinformation and
propaganda campaigns. In addition to their defen-
sive activities, the Ukrainian IT Army has also been
involved in offensive operations against high-level
Russian military and government targets, leaking
sensitive information and disrupting Russia’s military
communication. Analysts have outlined how
“although varying skill level and lack of coordination
will probably make it hard to sustain a 400,000 per-
son IT army in the long term, the smaller groups
may be able to achieve more disruptive operations
over the course of the war, especially if they develop
closer ties with the Ukrainian government.”250 There
are signals that both more sensitive targets and
more damaging cyber offenses could be envisioned
in this decentralized paradigm for cyberwar. 

As emphasized by the CyberPeace Institute, “such
engagement does not happen in a legal vacuum,”
and “If individuals answer the call and attack or
defend military targets, they could be treated as
combatants and through their involvement escalate
the conflict.”251 The engagement of cyber experts to
conduct military attacks (whether offensive or defen-
sive) has implications for these individuals who may
unwittingly lose their legal protection as civilians
under IHL and become legitimate targets of both
cyber and kinetic attacks. In such a context where

cyberwarfare can be outsourced to an array of hack-
ers’ groups, including remote actors, there is a
significant risk for unexpected collateral damage on
dual-use targets. Moreover, these voluntary proxy
groups may not have received adequate training in
the application of IHL to cyberwarfare, including
interpreting the “attack” and “harm” thresholds and
proportionality tests. In certain circumstances, they
may therefore become responsible for IHL violations
or war crimes.

Modern cyberwarfare risks have become increas-
ingly difficult to regulate and control with corrosive
implications for civilian harm and related accounta-
bility. First, the involvement of cyber proxies that
transfer skills, malware, and knowledge across pro-
liferating networks (and across borders) complicates
the ability to attribute the conduct of war and ascribe
responsibility for potential IHL violations. Second,
such involvement can lead to or can be instrumen-
talized towards conflict escalation. Third, we may
increasingly face an erosion of the normative acquis
and of current efforts to frame what constitutes
states’ responsible behavior in cyberspace. What is
becoming clearer in the current war is that states
are increasingly willing to sponsor and support
(openly or tacitly) some form of hostile cyberopera-
tions by non-state actors outside of traditional
military agency and framework. Such an evolution
of cyberwarfare may increasingly undermine both
international law and the normative acquis, in par-
ticular the norm against targeting civilian critical
infrastructures and the principle of due diligence.
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While the issue would deserve its own report, infor-
mation operations have emerged as a powerful
threat with the goal to undermine civilian resilience
of populations in conflict situations and to manipu-
late public opinion within and beyond national
borders. According to Microsoft, Russian military
and state-run media designed information opera-
tions to spread the narrative that Ukraine was
working to create chemical and biological
weapons.252 Subsequently, Russian officials made
unfounded accusations that Ukraine was planning
to detonate a “dirty bomb,” which would involve radi-
ological material. The topic became viral on Russian
state television news with the purpose of legitimizing
the launch of a pre-emptive tactical nuclear strike. It
is unclear if these information operations directed
at civilian populations could be in breach of IHL. As
mentioned earlier, a limited range of severely harm-
ful types of psychological cyberoperations could be
under the protective reach of IHL if they are directed
at civilians and if “they amount to prohibited acts or
threats of violence the primary purpose of which is
to spread terror among the civilian population or
encourage IHL violations.”253

Another type of harmful cyber-enabled surveillance
and intrusion has increasingly targeted individuals
in the civilian population during the ongoing conflict
in Ukraine (and beyond in NATO-allied countries).
For instance, cyber proxy groups have systematically
targeted humanitarian and aid organizations. As part

of their intrusion and hyper-targeted surveillance
techniques carried out through computers and
phones, they lured citizens with fake public safety
documents (about safe conduct during artillery
shelling).254

These practices are reminiscent of the Syrian conflict
that involved several cyber proxy groups, including
most prominently, the Syrian Electronic Army (SEA),
that acted in support of the government and Presi-
dent Bashar al-Assad. A 2021 report by cybersecurity
and legal experts exposes how, “in conjunction with
actively monitoring their own citizens, the Syrian
regime, together with third party groups, is hacking
websites and individuals critical of the regime.”255

The report continues, “Through “phishing” opera-
tions, social engineering, malware downloads, and
gaining access to passwords and networks through
security force intimidation, the Syrian Electronic Army
(SEA) and the Assad regime have used these prac-
tices to monitor and track down activists and human
rights defenders in Syria, who are then tortured and
killed.”256 

In 2013, SEA members extracted from a standard
messaging application the personal information
(phone numbers, email addresses, and contact
details) of millions of people and leaked the datasets
to the Syrian government.257 Other attacks targeted
at social media platforms and messaging applica-
tions led to further breaches of civilians’ sensitive
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data, including people’s birthdays, personal serial
numbers, ID cards, CVs, and blood types.258 SEA’s
arsenal of cybertechniques is sophisticated and has
been augmented by a transfer of tools and know-
how from corporate firms.259 Investigation has shown
how the SEA-designed SilverHawk, a malware that
disguises itself into fake versions of Microsoft Word
and YouTube, as well as fake updates of WhatsApp
and Telegram, to hack personal devices.260 Similar
malware injection into Facebook and messaging
applications were used to capture webcam activity,
monitor keystrokes, and steal passwords.261

A recent report claimed that “[t]he monitoring and
hacking of devices are suspected to have informed
kinetic operations that have cost the lives of many
and undermined the crucial work being done by
doctors and human rights defenders.”262 The decep-
tive tactics used by the SEA include social

engineering and impersonation to manipulate anti-
Assad activists into revealing identities of dissidents
and meeting locations. In the wake of such pervasive
surveillance practices, surgeons and doctors have
been advised not to provide medical mentorship
over the Internet to colleagues in Syria for fear of
revealing the location of sheltered and underground
hospitals.263

Both types of cyber-enabled targeting—precise sur-
veillance and psychological operations that target
the civilian population in an armed conflict—remain
difficult to qualify under IHL and the Rome Statute.
They may not meet any threshold of harm even if
the Council of Advisers has increasingly recognized
the systematic mental harm and suffering that can
be imposed on civilians by digital, cyber-enabled
means. 
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Ransomware operations have ravaged the public
sector and businesses around the world over the
last five years. While the war of aggression in Ukraine
shows that ransomware has integrated into cyber-
warfare methods, the most harmful ransomware
operations have not taken place during armed con-
flicts. They have occurred at times of advanced global
competition, in the grey zone between peace and
war. 

According to industry reports, the global cost of ran-
somware operations reached 20 billion USD in 2021
alone and is expected to reach 265 billion USD annu-
ally by 2031, with a new attack every two seconds
as ransomware perpetrators progressively refine
their malware payloads and related extortion activ-
ities.264 The Microsoft Digital Defense Report 2022
qualifies ransomware attacks as a nation-level threat
that has turned more sophisticated and impactful
as “the adoption of a double extortion monetization
strategy has become a standard practice.”265 The
report continues, “This involves exfiltrating data from
compromised devices, encrypting the data on the
devices, and then posting or threatening to post the
stolen data publicly to pressure victims into paying
a ransom.”266 As explained in the Technical Section
of this publication, under the progressive industrial-
ization of cybercrime, different stages in ransomware
operations have become available as services with
separate entities that build malware, gain access to
victims, deploy ransomware, and handle extortion
negotiations. This evolution has complex conse-
quences for attributing and prosecuting cybercrimes,
and even more, for ascribing even partial responsi-
bility of cyber proxies’ criminal behavior to a state.

Another consequence is that adversarial ran-
somware techniques and practices have moved
from cybercrime ecosystems to state-sponsored
APT groups and have progressively integrated into
nation state-level competition.

The role of cyber proxies has therefore been
instrumental in merging adversarial and rogue
criminal behaviors in new forms of “covert” or
grey zone, low-intensity cyberwarfare that are
regulated by few rules. What emerges are two
powerful consequences:  first, escalation in ran-
somware attacks with increasingly weakened and
destabilized victim states (for instance, leading to
national emergencies); and second, more severe
civilian harm as populations’ datasets are monetized
and weaponized for further offenses. 

esCalaTIon

Some of the most notable ransomware operations
have had major impact on governmental infrastruc-
tures to the point of inflicting severe paralysis on
essential public services. In 2021, the Colonial
Pipeline company was victim of a ransomware attack
by DarkSide (also known as Gold Waterfall), a cyber-
crime Russian-speaking gang which operates
ransomware-as-a-service and is plausibly tolerated
by the Russian government.267 Colonial Pipeline had
to impose a precautionary shutdown of the entire
pipeline, which resulted in temporary gas shortages
across the U.S. and a state of emergency in Georgia,
Louisiana, North Carolina, and Virginia. In May 2022,
after weeks of suffering major ransomware attacks,
the Costa Rican government was forced to declare
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a national emergency after hospitals were paralyzed
and custom and tax collection disrupted.268 This suc-
cession of ransomware-as-a-service operations was
perpetrated by Conti, a Russian-based cybercrime
collective which allegedly was determined to over-
throw the government by means of a cyberattack
and, in its communication, urged Costa Ricans to
pressure their government to pay a $20 million ran-
som.269 In July 2022, Albania’s government agencies
were impacted by a combination of ransomware
and destructive malware that threatened to paralyze
critical services, including airports and custom/bor-
der authorities.270 The attack was attributed to an
Iranian APT group referred to as “Homeland Justice,”
but up to four cyber proxy groups might have been
involved.271 In September 2022, after Albania pub-
licly attributed the July attacks to Iran, the APT groups
launched a new wave of assaults against the Alban-
ian government, using similar malware and
adversarial methods.272 Retaliation and partial
destruction of services, monetization of government
and civilian datasets in illicit markets, and threats to
overthrow public authorities are now also part of
the harm caused by ransomware operations.
Another worrisome trend is the indication that ran-
somware gangs are increasingly going after “softer
targets”—countries with less cyber defense capacity,
for instance in Latin America—posing new risks for
growing economies in the Global South.273

CIVIlIan CrIsIs In THe MaKInG

Ransomware operations directly target the most vul-
nerable and critical sectors of nations’ civilian
infrastructures, from hospitals, emergency networks,
water treatment systems, airports, and banks to tax
agencies, schools, and pipelines. In 2019, 764 Amer-
ican health care organizations were paralyzed by
ransomware attacks; emergency patients were
turned away from hospitals, medical records were
encrypted or destroyed, surgical procedures and
tests were postponed, and first-responder services
were interrupted.274 In a 2022 testimony to U.S. 
Congress, FBI Director Chris Wray explained how
U.S. cyber defense experts helped prevent a ran-
somware attack on Boston Children’s hospital that
was attempted in August 2021 by cyber proxies act-
ing for the Iranian government.275 In September
2022, the second largest public school district in the
U.S. was targeted and eventually saw 300,000 of its
files dumped online as punishment for denying the
attacker’s demands.276 Meanwhile, a series of hos-
pitals in Europe, including in the United Kingdom,
France, Czech Republic, and Germany, have become
targets. The September 2020 ransomware attack
on the University Hospital of Düsseldorf may be
responsible for the death of a patient who could
not be admitted for emergency care.277
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The human cost of ransomware attacks has become
increasingly evident as attacks on the healthcare
sector have grown. A 2021 ransomware attack on
Ireland’s healthcare services agency led to a disrup-
tion in patient services for months, including the
cancellation of cancer treatment and maternity
appointments and of COVID-19 vaccinations.278 In
2022, an attack on CommonSpirit Health, one of the
largest non-profit health systems in the U.S., com-
promised the personal data of over 600,000
patients, including electronic medical records, which
allegedly caused one child to be accidentally given
five times the amount of medication needed.279

In December 2022, a hospital in the Paris region
was forced to transfer neonatal and intensive care
patients to other facilities after its phone and 
computer systems were encrypted.280 A 2021 inves-
tigation jointly conducted by Proofpoint and the
Ponemon Institute surveyed approximately 600
health care facilities, a quarter of which reported
increased mortality rates following  a ransomware
attack.281 Research by the CyberPeace Institute indi-
cates that an interruption of healthcare services
caused by ransomware attacks can last from two
weeks to several months.282

Beyond immediate threats to civilians’ health, there
are longer term security and legal implications of
ransomware attacks on the healthcare sector. In
2022, Australia’s largest health insurer, Medibank,
fell victim to a similar ransomware assault with 9.7

million customers’ data stolen, and credit card and
medical history information soon after sold on the
dark web.283 The attack was allegedly perpetrated
by the Russian-based ransomware gang, REvil, which
is known for its large-scale 2021 attacks on the major
international meat supplier JBS Foods and the soft-
ware provider Kaseya VSA. Ransomware attacks
perpetrated through aggressive and deceptive tech-
niques by cyber criminals and proxies not only
produce severe civilian harm and suffering, they also
put executives and authorities in the position of risk-
ing long-term harm when they refuse to pay ransom
and, as a result, a trove of people’s data is sold in
underground markets.

InTernaTIonal leGal responses
To ransoMWare

There are several reasons why ransomware attacks
targeted at critical civilian infrastructures have
prompted a number of nation states to reconsider
how best to respond to such destructive attacks.
First, it is a rising global threat, described by the
Oxford Statement on International Law Protections in
Cyberspace: The Regulation of Ransomware Operations
and Activities (Oxford Statement) as “having been
employed at an escalating pace by a growing num-
ber of malicious actors, including states and
non-state groups for financial or political purposes,
often connected to criminal and other unlawful activ-
ities such as terrorism, […] and the proliferation of
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weapons of mass destruction.”284 Second, as
explained above and confirmed by the Oxford State-
ment, the increasingly varied and sophisticated forms
of ransomware operations have led—in the majority
of cases where these attack methods have been
used—to significant and widespread harm to public
and private institutions, and “the significant disrup-
tion of critical infrastructure, including healthcare
and education, while posing an imminent risk of
destructive harm to industrial control systems such
as electrical grids, water distribution systems and
nuclear power plants.”285

The types of soft targets in the healthcare, humani-
tarian, transport, and infrastructure sectors
impacted by offensive ransomware operations
would mostly qualify as civilian targets (protected
personnel and protected objects) under IHL. The
Oxford Statement specifies the conditions under
which ransomware operations could lead to IHL vio-
lations and war crimes. Still, for those hostile
operations to qualify as IHL violations, they would
need to meet the “attack threshold.” For instance,
during the ongoing conflict in Ukraine, the Prestige
ransomware attack perpetrated by Sandworm
against logistics, transport, and aid sectors was par-
tially thwarted by Ukrainian and allies’ cybersecurity
units and therefore may not have passed the harm
threshold. But under IHL, provisions focused on civil-
ian populations and objects exist. Paradoxically, legal
interpretation is less clear when it comes to grey
zone operations conducted between war and peace-
time.

CUsToMarY InTernaTIonal laW
anD norMaTIVe aCQUIs

Outside of a situation of armed conflict, there is not
one precise, binding legal provision that would pro-
hibit ransomware attacks against civilian sectors and

comprehensively protect these infrastructures.286

Most rules and principles of customary international
law apply to state conduct and pertain to situations
when legal responsibility for committing an interna-
tional wrongful act can be ascribed to a state. This
is the case, for instance, when considering the pro-
hibition of the use of force, the prohibition on
intervention, the obligation to respect the sover-
eignty of other states, and the use of
countermeasures. Customary international law
therefore provides limited leverage in practice to
address attacks by a state’s cyber proxies against
the civilian infrastructure of another state. 

It is a question of fact and degree whether an offen-
sive ransomware operation would meet the “use of
force” threshold and qualify as an internationally
wrongful act. As specified by ICRC experts, “there is
consensus among academic commentators that a
State-sponsored cyber operation directly resulting
in the killing of persons abroad would be covered
by this prohibition (see e.g., the Tallinn Manual 2.0,
p. 333 and some states, like Australia and Estonia,
have expressed the view that such cyber operations
could amount to a use of force).”287 Under this inter-
pretation, a ransomware attack would have to lead,
for instance, to malfunctions of medical equipment
and operations so serious that they can be deter-
mined, at the time of investigation, as the cause of a
patient’s death. Given these complexities, most ran-
somware operations might not clearly meet the
threshold. Moreover, as mentioned above, if the ran-
somware attack is perpetrated by cyber proxies, with
different operations outsourced to criminal gangs,
further obstacles remain in tracing the relationship
with the state sponsoring or passively orchestrating
the attack and ascribing legal responsibility.

Under the principle of non-intervention, interven-
tion in the internal affairs of other states with the
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aim of coercion is prohibited. As specified by ICRC
experts, “pursuant to the element of coercion, the
act in question is prohibited only when designed to
compel a targeted State to change its conduct with
respect to a matter on which it may otherwise decide
freely (see the International Court of Justice’s
Nicaragua judgment, para. 205  and the Tallinn Man-
ual 2.0 on the International Law Applicable to Cyber
Operations, p. 317).”289 The large-scale offensive ran-
somware operations that forced the Costa Rican
government to declare a national emergency and
paralyzed hospitals and other governmental func-
tions could come close to unlawful intervention—or
at least have had an impact—in Costa Rica’s internal
affairs. Yet, the element of coercion is absent and
the attack was perpetrated not by a state, but by
the Russian-based cybercrime collective Conti. While
expert-based analysis has identified Conti as a plau-
sible proxy of the Russian state, passing the test of
“effective control” and ascribing legal responsibility
for state conduct may remain a problem. 

Ransomware operations that paralyze essential serv-
ices (border control, emergency and health services,
tax agencies) in another state’s territory may consti-
tute a violation of state sovereignty. Beyond legal
attribution of cyber proxies’ unlawful activities,
another challenge would be the lack of international
consensus on whether there is a standalone inter-
national legal obligation to respect the sovereignty
of other states in cyberspace. 

The impact of ransomware attacks has led experts
to consider the legality of different strategic
responses to those cyberthreats. Pursuant to Article
51 of the United Nations Charter and customary
international law, only a hostile cyberoperation that
would cause destructive, physical harm to the extent
that it constitutes an armed attack may legitimate
the use of force lawfully in self-defense. In the after-
math of the terrorist attacks of 9/11, NATO, the UN

Security Council, and individual states have consid-
ered that the law of self-defense could apply to
attacks that reach the harm threshold, even if per-
petrated by non-state actors.290 According to
international law experts, it remains unlikely that
ransomware operations, while still causing severe
harm and disruptions, would qualify as an armed
attack. 

Customary international law also imposes limits on
the use of countermeasures. To engage in coun-
termeasures, there must be an international
wrongful act, and the object of countermeasures
must be a state. Both conditions are unlikely to be
met in most major ransomware attacks encountered
previously, even those that were passively orches-
trated by a state. The Cyber Law Toolkit has provided
some guidance through a scenario in which “a 
state-sponsored ransomware campaign severely
interferes with the functioning of various public insti-
tutions in another State.”291 While the impacted state
and its allies could issue collective public attribution
and sanctions, the expert-led scenario concludes
that other types of collective countermeasures
with a more offensive character would not be
allowed under international law. Incidentally, it is
useful to note that countermeasures are not antici-
patory; they would intervene only after the hostile
acts—as a reaction to the ransomware attack—and
would therefore offer limited means of prevention.
A second issue is the one of collective countermea-
sures, which lacks consensus among the expert
community and states.292 At the center of division is
whether states, that have not been injured, may
engage in coordinated responses to offensive cyber-
operations in support of an impacted state. The
collective approach is strategic for two reasons: the
ransomware threat is global, yet few states (except
leading tech-nations) would have the cyber defense
skills necessary to mount proportionate, tailored
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countermeasures. The cybersecurity divide is crucial
for countries in the Global South. 

Two other principles, the plea of necessity and the
duty of due diligence, may be relevant and would
not require harmful ransomware operations to be
attributable to a state. In certain circumstances, the
plea of necessity allows a state in a situation of
grave and imminent peril to take action against non-
state cyberthreat actors if the action in question is
the sole means of safeguarding that interest.293 In
this instance, there would be a need to demonstrate
that the state’s essential interest is under “grave and
imminent peril.” Would the series of hostile ran-
somware operations against the Costa Rican
government (including its healthcare and tax agen-
cies) qualify this notion? Even if it does, it leaves an
incapacitated state in the position of engaging in
appropriate cyber defense, regardless of its ability
and capacity to do so.

While the customary rule of due diligence remains
controversial, it would help circumvent the attribu-
tion problem. The Tallin Manual specifies that states
should take all measures that are feasible in the cir-

cumstances to put an end to cyberoperations that
affect the right of, and produce serious adverse con-
sequences for, other states.294 The test in this case
is to prove that the state has actual knowledge, or
should have known, that its territory is being used
for offensive ransomware operations that target
another state’s critical infrastructure and produce
severe transboundary harm. The normative acquis
reinforces the notion of due diligence. In a nutshell,
states should not support, tolerate, or harbor cyber
proxies that are known to have contravened respon-
sible behavior in cyberspace, nor should they allow
infrastructure residing within their sovereign territory
to be utilized by cyber proxies for such acts. How-
ever, these rules provide only positive guidance but
no binding obligations to cope with the scourge of
ransomware attacks. 

Arimatsu and Schmitt explain how “in certain limited
circumstances, the due diligence rule may open the
door to countermeasures taking the form of action
against non-state actors whose hostile cyber oper-
ations are not attributable to a state on the basis
that the territorial state has breached its obligation
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of due diligence.”295 Other cyber defense experts
have contested such “security benefits” in the form
of “ready access to countermeasures,” underlining
how complex it would be to prove a breach of due
diligence. They also point to other negative effects:
“It would further incentivize bad actors to forum
shop the situs of their infrastructure and operations
to states actually or ostensibly lacking the capability
or capacity to effectively disrupt them while opening
law abiding states like the United States to another
line of lawfare attack.”296

In 2021, diplomatic discussions between the U.S.
and Russia focused on offensive ransomware oper-
ations. President Joseph Biden gave President
Vladimir Putin a list of 16 critical infrastructure enti-
ties that Russia could not attack without
consequences, and warned him against allowing fur-
ther malicious cyber activities against the United
States. According to White House documents, Pres-
ident Biden warned that the U.S. would “take any
necessary action to defend its people and its critical
infrastructure in the face of this continuing chal-
lenge.”297 Such events have prompted cyber defense
expert to raise interesting questions on the evolving
understanding of customary international principles: 

“This leaves the issue of the United states’
obligations under international law and its
views on how they would apply to the cyber
operations implicated in biden’s threat. What
can we draw from his apparent decision to
embrace, at least as an option, cyber opera-
tions targeting for disruption the overseas
infrastructure of non-state criminal organiza-
tions? Does it signal an evolving U.s. position
on the unsettled debate over the purported
rule of cyber due diligence?  That is, does the
United states now consider russia (and pre-
sumably other states in whose territory
ransomware infrastructure resides) legally
accountable, directly or indirectly, for the

actions of non-state criminal organizations?
or does it reflect an assessment, consistent
with at least the United Kingdom’s view (and
that of the U.s. Department of Defense), that
the principle of sovereignty does not present
a legal barrier to conducting certain counter-
ransomware operations?”298 

InTernaTIonal HUMan rIGHTs
laW

Another important question is whether offensive
ransomware campaigns against essential services
or critical sectors of another state could violate IHRL.
The type of destructive ransomware attacks wit-
nessed in the last years have not only paralyzed
essential computer functions, but also leaked peo-
ple’s sensitive and personal information to malicious
actors, likely constituting interference and even vio-
lations of fundamental rights299 to life, health,
security, and privacy. The problem of multi-jurisdic-
tional and extraterritorial types of human rights
violations has also become increasingly complex.
Offensive ransomware campaigns can be launched
and deployed by an array of proxy and criminal
actors operating from different hot spots. For
instance, the 2022 Medibank attack deployed by the
ransomware gang REvil potentially compromised the
privacy and security of millions of Australians. Yet,
there is a need to trace back the different sequences
of ransomware campaigns across jurisdictions and
confront the Russian government with breach of
human rights that took place extraterritorially. The
same evidentiary process is necessary when tracing
back Conti’s ransomware attacks that interfered and
may have violated the right to life and the right to
health of the Costa Rican population. 

While there is no international consensus on
whether human rights obligations apply to a state’s
extraterritorial cyberactivity, the UN Human Rights
Committee has clarified that a state’s obligations to
respect and ensure the right to life extend to “per-
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sons located outside any territory effectively con-
trolled by the State, whose right to life is nonetheless
impacted by its military or other activities in a direct
and reasonably foreseeable manner.”300  Importantly,
the UN Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights has argued that “States parties have to

respect the enjoyment of the right to health in other
countries.”301 Overall, legal ambiguities, as well as
challenges in determining compliance and account-
ability, continue to pose obstacles in the application
of IHRL to harmful cyberoperations, such as ran-
somware campaigns.
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Given the ambiguities as to how international law
applies to offensive cyberoperations, such as ran-
somware attacks, the Oxford Statement has gathered
international legal expertise and provided critical guid-
ance. Among others, the below principles (2, 3, 4 and
5) are particularly relevant to the present Case Study:

2. States must refrain from conducting, directing,
authorising or aiding and assisting ransomware
operations which violate the principles of sover-
eignty or non-intervention in a state’s internal or
external affairs, or amount to a prohibited threat
or use of force within the meaning of the Charter
of the United Nations. In particular, states must
refrain from ransomware operations which are
aimed at or result in disruption to electoral sys-
tems, healthcare, electric grids, water distribution
systems, and nuclear power plants.

3. States must refrain from conducting, directing,
authorising or aiding and assisting ransomware
operations that result in violations of the human
rights of individuals within their jurisdiction, such
as the right to life, health, private life, education,

property, freedoms of thought and opinion, free-
dom of expression, including the freedom to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas of all
kinds.

4. a) States must not allow their territory or infra-
structure under their jurisdiction or control to
be used by states or non-state actors for ran-
somware operations that are contrary to the
rights of other states, when the former states
know or should know of such operations.

b) To discharge those duties, states from which
ransomware operation emanates, in full or in
part, must take feasible measures to stop such
operations and otherwise address the situation.
Such measures may include the conduct of
investigations, the adoption of legal and techni-
cal measures, as well as cooperation with other
states. Any measures taken in this regard must
be compliant with applicable obligations under
international law, including international human
rights law.

oxford statement on International law protections in Cyberspace: 
The regulation of ransomware operations 
(Source: The Oxford Process302)
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InTernaTIonal CoUnTer 
ransoMWare TasKforCe

At the multilateral level, efforts to strengthen inter-
national legal frameworks and hold states
accountable for the offensive ransomware cam-
paigns perpetrated by proxies, and often with their
tacit support, have been limited. However, a growing
number of states—under the leadership of the
United States and Australia, and to some extent,
Estonia and Germany—have turned to renewed
international cooperation on cybercrime and cyber
defense. Several White House summits and joint
statements have led to the International Counter
Ransomware Initiative 2022 and the International
Counter Ransomware Task Force (ICRTF).303 Since Jan-
uary 2023, Australia has taken the lead of ICRTF to
drive collaboration among a coalition of 36 member
states and the European Union to counter the
spread and impact of ransomware by: (1) holding
ransomware actors accountable for their crimes and
not provide them safe haven; (2) combating ran-
somware actors’ ability to profit from illicit proceeds
by implementing and enforcing anti-money launder-
ing and countering the financing of terrorism
measures; (3) disrupting and bringing to justice ran-
somware actors and their enablers to the fullest
extent permitted under each partner’s applicable
laws and relevant authorities; and (4) collaborating
in disrupting ransomware by sharing information
about the misuse of infrastructure to launch ran-
somware attacks.

Interestingly, the new Task Force shows a substantial
focus on tackling the existing challenges described
in the Technical Section regarding tracing back and
attributing cyber proxy offensive activity globally and
across jurisdictions: 

“We intend to improve our comprehensive
and holistic understanding of the strategies
used by these criminal actors and the means
by which their malicious activity can be iden-
tified and addressed in respective jurisdictions
to improve our tools, relevant authorities, and
capabilities to disrupt.  We commit to work
together to prioritize disruption targets to
leverage the breadth of authorities and tools
available to pursue hard and complex targets
more effectively. We intend to increase the
number and impact of our disruption actions
so that ransomware actors are stopped in
their tracks. The Counter ransomware Initia-
tive is committed not only to protecting
ourselves and each other from ransomware,
but also to helping other countries protect
and disrupt so that ransomware is unable to
gain traction worldwide.”304

It is important to note that, while such cooperation
is initially rooted in the cybercrime and law enforce-
ment domain, it also harbors a strong “active cyber
defense” component, which, in some instances,
might connect to military and defense aspects.
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5. States must take measures to protect the human
rights of individuals within their jurisdiction from
harmful ransomware operations, including when
such operations are carried out by other states
and non-state actors. To discharge this obligation,
states may, among other measures, prohibit ran-
somware by law, take feasible steps to stop
ransomware operations, mitigate their effects,

investigate and punish those responsible, as well
as prevent and suppress ransom payments to the
extent possible. Where such protective measures
interfere with other human rights, they must con-
form with applicable legal requirements, such as
legitimate purpose, legality, necessity, proportion-
ality and non-discrimination.

303 “FACT SHEET: The Second International Counter Ransomware Initiative Summit,” The White House, 01 November 2022,
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Cooperation through “active cyber defense”—oper-
ations aimed at disrupting the conduct of
cyberthreat actors—is emerging as a new strategy
in cyberspace, and members of the Task Force have
committed to use all appropriate tools of national
power to disrupt offensive ransomware operations.
The Biden administration made clear that the United
States will no longer view the surge of destructive
ransomware attacks solely through the limited lens
of law enforcement, but will also engage the expert-
ise of the U.S. Cyber Command and National Security
Agency.305

In a similar move, the Australian government
announced a standing operation to hunt down ran-
somware threat actors and an effort that would join
forces between the Australian Signals Directorate—
its defense arm—and the Australian Federal
Police.306 An official statement described this effort
as a way to “collect intelligence and identify ring-
leaders, networks and infrastructure in order to
disrupt and stop their operations – regardless of
where they are.”307 In November 2022, the Australian
Cyber Security Centre stated, “We are currently wit-
nessing deteriorating strategic circumstances in our
region and globally, including a military build-up

unseen since World War II, and expanding cyber
and gray zone capabilities are of particular con-
cern.”308 The Australian agency also warned that the
regional dynamics in the Indo-Pacific were “increas-
ing the risk of crisis” and cautioned that “cyber
operations are likely to be used by states to chal-
lenge the sovereignty of others.”309

As Maurer noted in 2018, “For offensive cyber
actions, whose effects remain well below the thresh-
old of what constitutes use of force – i.e., the vast
majority of malicious cyber activity – the phenome-
non of non-state actors operating extraterritorially
points to increasing challenges for international law
enforcement cooperation, including pressure on the
existing extradition treaty regime and other jurisdic-
tional nightmares.”310 Up to now, operational
cooperation that achieves prosecution has been
rare, but the ICRTF promises more momentum and
hopefully results. It remains to be seen how ICRTF
will support and accelerate international active cyber
defense and law enforcement cooperation and how
it will address complex evidentiary processes across
jurisdiction, prosecution, and extradition.
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The world has entered a complex and dangerous
decade. As new and old threats converge and
challenge the multilateral order, the most seismic
shift is taking place at the intersection of war,
technology, and cyberspace. Modern conflicts—
whether declared, contested, or waged in the
grey zone—are born out of a technical revo-
lution that is inherently dual-use. These
conflicts constantly merge physical and digital
fronts, invading cities and factories, homes, and
everyday devices, and producing new targets and
victims in their wake. Lines between peace and
war, offense and defense, civilian and military
technologies, and patriots, combatants, and crim-
inal groups are fading. 

We face a privatization of cyber offense, which
could lead to a privatization of cyberwarfare. Some
might argue that surrogate warfare is not a new
phenomenon and that the world has been forced
to cope with mercenaries in the past. The differ-
ence is that, while in the past outsourcing war
depended largely on arms trade and trafficking,
cyber proxies today thrive on the intangible
transfer of dual-use knowledge and techniques.
Bringing transparency to such polymorphous
ecosystems is not only hard; it also undermines
what powerful states still see as the advantage of
strategic ambiguity. 

In this new strategic environment, hostile states

gain an immense competitive advantage from
cultivating and tapping into an ecosystem of cyber
proxies that pervasively use obfuscation strate-
gies to make attribution more difficult and
obscure their relationships with supporting
states. As a result, there are less and less clear
patterns of deputization, delegation, subor-
dination, and control between nation states
and their proxies and minimal evidence to
ascribe responsibility for international wrong-
ful acts and hostile behavior in cyberspace.

There has also been a sharp erosion in gover-
nance and control—a challenge to which
cyber proxies have greatly contributed, along
with the merger of the underground cyber-
arms and cybercrime industries. Disarmament
efforts and non-proliferation architectures, for-
merly based on controlling physical weapons,
need a fundamental rethinking and new antici-
patory and strategic approach in the face of the
rapid transfer of intangible dual-use knowledge
between threat actors in the cyber and AI
domains. This is even more true given that, in an
increasingly conflict-ridden environment, there is
no strategic reason for hostile states to “cyber
disarm.” Prominent experts have voiced another
inconvenient truth that “in this contest, demo-
cratic states should not renounce cyberweapons
and their use unless they are suicidal,” and “States
must defend themselves and their citizens.”311

Therefore, imposing restraint, limiting the pro-
liferation of offensive cyberservices, solidifying
norms of responsible cyber behavior, and
ensuring accountability and remedy to civilian
populations constitute a set of pressing and
unprecedented challenges for this century.
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In this context, we should assess with some
lucidity the progress made in clarifying how
international law and the normative acquis can
regulate and shape states’ cyber conduct and
cyber proxies’ behavior. It has been almost a
decade since inter-state negotiations on governance
in cyberspace began, yet there is still no international
consensus on how to qualify and regulate the
use of cyberattacks in wartime.312 Legal ambigu-
ities remain in how to define “cyber weapon” and
“cyber war crime,” as well as how to determine the
harm threshold that would qualify cyberattacks as
“use of force” or “armed attacks.” 

Yet, the ongoing war of aggression in Ukraine
and its cyber component has also prompted
momentous legal and policy discussions. The
ongoing conflict is the first instance of integrating
cyberwarfare into an armed conflict, and there will

be a “before and after” the war of aggression in
Ukraine. As shown in Case Study 1, there are a wealth
of initiatives to monitor and document the use of
offensive cyberoperations in hostilities, attribute
those operations to state-supported proxies, and
collect evidence in order to determine whether IHL
violations or cyber war crimes have been committed.
Discussions among international organizations have
also focused on what direct participation in hostilities
means in cyberspace and what the implications could
be for those who lose their protected status. Such
efforts are critical to modernize the application of
international law to cyberwarfare, along with impor-
tant initiatives by ICRC on the development of a
“humanitarian cyberspace” and the use of “digital
emblems” for protected personnel and objects.313

Lessons learnt from the ongoing conflict in Ukraine
will presumably contribute to current efforts to
address hostile operations by cyber proxies. Among
other deeply worrisome trends, it will remain difficult
to map the increased use by cyber proxies of cyber
surveillance, information, and psychological
operations directly targeted at civilian popula-
tions. Such types of harmful and often aggressive
targeting do not clearly meet existing thresholds
within the international legal framework. Targeted
civilians are unlikely to be protected by IHL, and per-
petrators are unlikely to be prosecuted under the
Rome Statute. International human rights law
applies, but problems of compliance and accounta-
bility abound.

Global agreement in 2021 on the normative acquis
and a framework of responsible state behavior
was a substantial achievement to delineate a first
set of primary rules for cyber governance. While the
non-binding character of the normative acquis limits
its observance by states, it nevertheless provides
what some governments have termed rules of
engagement or “rules of the road.” In this instance,
cyber norms can help clarify what constitutes wrong-
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ful cyber behavior and legitimize counteraction
against those states who do not observe them.314

Case Study 2 on grey zone ransomware operations
illustrates how UN cyber norms are used as a nor-
mative reference in the International Counter
Ransomware Task Force, in inter-state discussions
(that could later form opinio juris), and in interna-
tional expert assessment such as the Oxford Process
and the Cyber Law Toolkit. The most strategic 
contribution of this non-binding “normative jurispru-
dence” might therefore be to draw red lines that
can be used to determine and legitimize a range of
internationally lawful responses by injured states. 

This is essentially a work in progress, and as shown
in both Case Studies, there remain several chal-
lenges such as, inter alia: 

• What evidentiary standards in attribution have to
be met to hold states accountable when cyber
proxies—tolerated or loosely affiliated with those
states—are breaching UN cyber norms?

• What types of collective or coordinated counter-
actions can be taken by targeted states within the
spectrum of active cyber defense (for example,
self-help, disruption, or hunting down, which are
all notions that have no formal definitions)? How
to harmonize such coordinated counteractions
with international law and existing rules on col-
lective self-defense? And how to frame roles and
responsibilities for private sector actors that would
be needed to support such counteractions? To
what extent could rising forms of active cyber
defense collaborations between states and private
sector actors erode the normative acquis?

This normative “work in progress” is getting more
critical given that a number of Western states, includ-
ing the United States, the United Kingdom, and

Australia, have intensified efforts to attribute and
respond to hostile cyber proxy activity, including by
framing the types of countermeasures that consti-
tute persistent engagement, active cyber defense,
or what is also called “defense forward.” Since 2018-
2019, the U.S. Department of Defense and U.S.
Congress have supported the conduct of military
cyberoperations to defend the nation against active
and systematic attacks by cyber proxies acting in
the strategic interest of Russia, China, North Korea,
and Iran.315

Following the war of aggression in Ukraine, similar
positioning has taken place within NATO and the
European Union. In June 2022, NATO’s Strategic Con-
cept pointed to the risk of hybrid operations
conducted by states and their proxies and clarified
application of Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty:
“A single or cumulative set of malicious cyber activi-
ties; or hostile operations to, from, or within space;
could reach the level of armed attack and could lead
the North Atlantic Council to invoke Article 5 of the
North Atlantic Treaty.”316 NATO’s Strategic Concept
added that hybrid operations—“coercive use of polit-
ical, economic, energy, information and other hybrid
tactics by states and non-state actors”—could
equally reach the level of armed attack and could
lead the North Atlantic Council to invoke Article 5 of
the North Atlantic Treaty.317

In November 2022, the European Commission pub-
lished the EU Cyber Defense Policy, inciting member
states to “increase investments in full-spectrum
cyber defense capabilities, including active defense
capabilities” and emphasizing the need for a key
partnership with NATO.318 The EU Cyber Defense
Policy states that “Whilst remaining fully committed
to international law and norms in cyberspace, the
EU should signal its willingness to use these [active
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defense] capabilities in a coordinated way in case
of a cyberattack on a Member State.”319

Persistent engagement has been relevant to the
conflict situation in Ukraine. The U.S. Cyber Com-
mand has relied on its cyber defense personnel (in
use already in 2021 as tensions were rising) and on
private sector expertise to conduct a range of defen-
sive, disruptive, and offensive cyberoperations to
help protect Ukraine’s infrastructures and reinforce
cybersecurity in other allied countries.320 Counter-
actions to information operations have also been
deployed. Increasingly, in cyberconflict,  offenses
invade homes, cities, and factories, and concepts of
cyber resilience and cyber defense therefore involve
strengthened collaboration with the private sector
(and, even, to some extent, civil society).321 In this
conflict situation, operational reality is evolving more
rapidly than the clarification of international law, and
Member States that aim to support the implemen-
tation of UN cyber norms may need to take all
precautions not to undermine the normative acquis.
As Beecroft notes, “Collective defense is not only
demonstrating its operational potential in Ukraine
but also revealing strategic tensions that would have
to be addressed in any more enduring arrange-
ments.”322 Beecroft adds, “At the heart of the
challenge for democracies are the integration of
commercial actors as agents of foreign and defense
policies and the reality that a handful of American
companies are indispensable to large-scale cyber
defense.”323 Building mechanisms for coordinated
responses between states and across sectors will

raise important issues about limits and rules of
engagement, accountability, and harmonization with
international law and the normative acquis.

Outside of a declared conflict, active cyber defense
is also important to counter offensive cyberopera-
tions in the grey zone. It is at the core of the
International Counter Ransomware Task Force, in
particular the working group led by Australia on dis-
ruption operations. But international cooperation
and joint efforts by law enforcement and cyber mil-
itary authorities also brings into question the blurring
of criminal and national security matters, and rele-
vance of multilateral norms. At the same time, in
situations that fall short of outright war, enhanced
international cooperation in cybercrime prevention
might remain the only practical governance avenue
to tackle the global security implications of the
merger of the cybercrime and cyberarms industries. 

The present report closes with a reflection on the
accountability challenge in cyberspace and cyber
proxy relationships, including a set of recommen-
dations for increased normative cooperation
grounded in international law and for collaboration
in non-proliferation and cybercrime prevention. The
report’s last section below takes stock of a wealth of
insightful recommendations from interviews and dis-
cussions with experts, as well as from the UN
Working Group on the use of mercenaries, the
CyberPeace Institute, and the Microsoft Digital
Defense Report 2022.
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I.  sTrenGTHen norMaTIVe 
anD polICY enGaGeMenT aT THe
MUlTIlaTeral leVel

1.To provide accountability in cyberspace,
states and non-state actors should attrib-
ute offensive operations by cyber proxies.
To the extent possible, governments should
coordinate and collaborate on the eviden-
tiary process necessary for attribution,
investigation, and prosecution and engage
in a proportionate collective response.324 As
indicated by the CyberPeace Institute, “Attribu-
tion can and should be done at the technical,
legal and political level in order to provide all of
the necessary information to provide evidence
and create methodology for public awareness
and effective judicial recourse.”  The UN Working
Group on the use of mercenaries emphasizes
that “States must investigate, prosecute and
sanction alleged violations of international
humanitarian law and human rights
abuses by mercenaries, mercenary-related
actors and private military and security
companies and provide effective remedies
to victims.”325 The Microsoft Digital Defense
Report 2022 also underlines that governments
should “cite norms, laws and consequences in
attribution” and “highlight what manner of con-
sequences will be imposed to help strengthen
recognition of international expectations.”326

According to cybersecurity and legal experts,
referring to the international and normative
framework in attribution is important because

it justifies the type of internationally lawful
response, sanctions, and counteractions
that can be undertaken against those that do
not observe laws and norms.327

The challenge of collective response is not new
but rising geopolitical tensions bring to the
front important issues like accountability and
burden-sharing for cyber defense and cyber
governance. There is a need for like-minded
states to discuss measures and mechanisms
for the coordination of collective action, part-
nerships with existing alliances (e.g., NATO, EU
Cyber Defense Policy, EU Cyber Diplomacy Tool-
box), and harmonization with international law
(collective self-defense), and the normative
acquis. To this dialogue on collective response,
states should integrate meaningful consulta-
tions with multistakeholder communities, in
particular the cybersecurity industry.

2.To clarify how international legal frame-
works apply to cyberspace, states should
explain how they understand their obliga-
tions under international law. In the case of
offensive operations by cyber proxies, it may
be relevant for states to clarify their position
on rules and principles of customary interna-
tional law (including, sovereignty and due
diligence), as well as Article 8 of the Interna-
tional Law Commission’s Articles on State
Responsibility.

This effort of legal interpretation is crucial in
situations below the threshold of war, for
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instance when offensive cyberoperations target
and cause transboundary harm to civilian popu-
lations and industries and constitute a direct
breach of the normative acquis (cf. Case Study
3). As Lewis mentions, “Ultimately, the agreed
norms can reinforce international law to reduce
cyberconflicts.”328 But this effort is also extremely
important in the current war of aggression against
Ukraine as it may contribute to developing a
clearer understanding of how IHL and the
Rome Statute of the ICC apply in the cyber
context. The Permanent Representative of Liecht-
enstein to the UN notes, “Such clarity is necessary
for the Court’s own work, but it can also help
inform the work of the United Nations Security
Council, in particular regarding how it uses its
power to refer to situations involving acts of
aggression to the ICC – a referral that provides an
important enforcement mechanism in support of
the UN Charter’s prohibition on the use of
force.”329 The Permanent Representative of 
Liechtenstein to the UN pursues, “We should be
ready for the potential wars of the 21st century 
by deterring malicious cyberoperations through
establishing the necessary means for accounta-
bility.”330

3.To better anticipate evolving threats from
cyber proxies and to proactively pursue
accountability, states should engage in multi-
lateral dialogues that can help them recognize
the strategies, behaviors, and modus operandi
of cyber proxies. Such dialogues could be instru-
mental to better understand the different ways
that offensive operations by cyber proxies may
violate IHL and IHRL and identify new norms,
remedy, and reparation mechanisms. Case Studies
1 and 2 demonstrate the importance of including
the field expertise and capacity of civil society
organizations and human rights clinics in this mon-
itoring effort.

As shown in the Technical Section of this report,
potential beneficiaries of the underground cyber-
arms and cybercrime industries may increasingly
include private mercenary groups, terrorist groups,
transnational illicit networks, and proxy forces
involved in conflict. Such “diffusion of cyber power”
may rapidly reach a growing number of private
sector offensive actors and private groups asso-
ciated with mercenary activity. As such, there might
be an increasing correlation between criminal
accessibility and mercenary and terrorist capa-
bility. In this context, dialogues between states
need to focus on the implications that such diffu-
sion of cyberthreats poses to the operational
arena of non-international armed conflicts. Fur-
thermore, as stated by the UN Working Group on
the use of mercenaries, “States should agree on
and support international processes to identify,
assess and further develop mechanisms to more
clearly and formally recognize the international
human rights obligations of armed non-State
actors, including criteria to determine the latter’s
capacity to hold human rights obligations.”331

RELEVANT SYNERGIES: The three recom-
mendations above are also relevant to the
ongoing effort of the OEWG on ICT in the
context of international security; ICRC’s Sup-
port Relationships in Armed Conflicts effort;
UN disarmament and non-proliferation
agencies; regional security organizations; the
UN Working Group on the use of mercenar-
ies; and the Open-ended intergovernmental
working group to elaborate the content of
an international regulatory framework on the
regulation, monitoring, and oversight of the
activities of private military and security 
companies.
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II.  reInforCe InTer-sTaTe 
CooperaTIon anD TranslaTe 
norMaTIVe efforTs InTo aCTIon
aT THe naTIonal leVel

For decades, technical challenges and a lack of
capacity-building have hindered effective criminal
justice responses to global cybercrime. In particular,
a lack of expertise in applying cyber forensics and in
documenting digital evidence has impaired the capa-
bilities of law enforcement in individual nations,
which in turn has slowed down transnational inves-
tigations. Developing sufficient skills, as well as strong
and coordinated legal instruments across jurisdic-
tions, remains a challenge to effectively investigate
and prosecute cybercrime. Enhanced international
cooperation in cybercrime prevention is even more
pressing today to tackle the global security implica-
tions of the merger of the cybercrime and cyberarms
industries. It might also constitute an increasingly
powerful way to shape, influence, and disrupt
the ecosystems of offensive cyber proxies culti-
vated by some nation states.

4.Within the International Counter Ransomware
Initiative and Task Force, states should build
collective resilience to offensive ransomware
operations, counter illicit finance that under-
pins the ransomware ecosystem, work with the
private sector to defend against ransomware
attacks, cooperate to disrupt ransomware, and
pursue the actors responsible to the full extent
permitted under each partner country’s appli-
cable laws and relevant authorities. Importantly,
experts indicate, “Strong capacity building efforts
and coordination with those countries that strug-
gle most with technical and policy cyber
capabilities could help stop them from becoming
the focus of attention for cybercriminals looking
for easy targets”332 and safe havens.

5.Building on successes within the International
Counter Ransomware Initiative and Task Force,

states should address the industrialization of
cybercrime across appropriate multilateral for-
mats to establish broader-based practices,
actions, and norms and cooperate internation-
ally across all aspects of the cybercrime threat.
Such cooperation could help law enforcement
agencies, often in partnership with diplomats and
the private sector, to build and develop the capa-
bility and technical expertise to attribute,
investigate, and prosecute cybercriminals, includ-
ing across multiple legal jurisdictions.333

III.  DefInInG GoVernMenTal anD
CorporaTe responsIbIlITY

6.States should implement a transparent and
operational framework to determine what ele-
ment of offensive cyber activity constitutes
inherently governmental functions and what ele-
ment constitutes closely associated functions
that can be performed by private sector
actors.334 Distinguishing what offensive cyberop-
eration functions can be outsourced to a third
party (and increasingly, automated systems) has
legal consequences for determining direct partic-
ipation in hostility and lawful targets for
counterattacks. Both the UN Working Group on
the use of mercenaries and the CyberPeace Insti-
tute have emphasized the importance of
implementing a transparent and operational
framework through which states should be trans-
parent about the outsourcing and contracting of
military services that support offensive cyberop-
erations, including “the nature of services,
procurement procedures, the terms of contracts
and the names of services providers in a suffi-
ciently detailed and timely manner.”335 The
CyberPeace Institute insists on the need to dis-
tinguish more clearly between offensive and
defensive services in contracts and procurement
procedures, and to clarify the legal status of mili-
tary and security services provided in cyberspace
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as a way to ensure respect of human rights obli-
gations and accountability.336 

7.When it comes to private sector offensive
actors, the UN Working Group reiterates that
“States should refrain from recruiting, using,
financing and training mercenaries and should
prohibit such conduct in domestic law and
effectively regulate private military and secu-
rity companies.”337 Among the services offered
by private sector offensive actors are targeted
cyber surveillance, cyber intrusion, and informa-
tion and influence operations. As mentioned
throughout this report, limited legal measures
exist to effectively reign in such an underground
market and the hostile services it provides during
and outside armed conflict. The 2019 report of
the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and pro-
tection of the right to freedom of opinion and
expression already described a market shrouded
in secrecy, functioning close to impunity, with cor-
rosive implications for the protection of human

rights globally. The Special Rapporteur called for
“tighter regulation of surveillance exports and
restrictions on their use, as well as a call for an
immediate moratorium on the global sale and
transfer of the tools of the private surveillance
industry until rigorous human rights safeguards
are put in place to regulate such practices and
guarantee that Governments and non-State actors
use the tools in legitimate ways.”338

Targeting and neutralizing the underground
cyberarms industry and its exchanges with hos-
tile states and non-state actors is a massive
and complex challenge for which traditional
non-proliferation approaches are inadequate.
Offensive surveillance and cyber capabilities often
depend on the intangible transfer of dual-use
knowledge between malicious actors and are com-
modified based on civilian technologies outside of
highly classified settings such as military, defense,
and intelligence agencies. Outsourcing offensive
cyberoperations on behalf of state actors in a self-
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regulated market therefore tends to “provide a
stress test to states’ will and capacity to monitor
and enforce its obligations to respect, protect and
fulfil human rights; some deliberately choose to
use mercenaries in an attempt to escape account-
ability.”339 In this context, any regulatory regime
for offensive cyber capabilities needs to move
beyond export control, severely target and
reign in private sector offensive actors, and
oversee innovation in civilian sectors.

8.The sensitive nature of cyber defense and
cyber offense services—increasingly converg-
ing with AI technologies—requires a rigorous
set of actions across the civilian sector for com-
panies to meet their responsibilities to be in
full compliance with international human
rights law, international humanitarian law, and
international criminal law. Using a “human
rights by design” approach, companies in the civil-
ian sector should:

•  Anticipate the illicit use of their technology and
begin engineering solutions for the inevitable
impacts. 

•  Rely on contractual, technical, and organizational
mechanisms to ensure that sensitive dual-use
technology remains in the hands of their legiti-
mate customers and does not spread to
organizations that fall outside the scope of due
diligence.

•  Formulate operational policy safeguards that
ensure that the use of (active) cyber defense
services is in full compliance with international
law.

•  Assess the remediability of potential harms
related to technological misuses and prioritize
due diligence and transparency for those that
are more challenging to rectify.

• Develop, implement, and support effective griev-
ance mechanisms for vulnerable populations
whose rights may be harmed by technological
misuses and offensive uses, including national
civil and military justice systems and interna-
tional or regional human rights mechanisms and
courts.

a Un perManenT aCCoUnTabIlITY MeCHanIsM for CYberspaCe

A growing number of experts have argued in favor of the development of a standing accountability body to
support responsible state behavior in cyberspace, a permanent UN mechanism to deal with cyberspace as a
domain of conflict.340 In the New Agenda for Peace published in July 2022, the UN Secretary-General calls for
establishing an independent multilateral accountability mechanism for the malicious use of cyberspace by States
to reduce incentives for such conduct.341 In the past, UN working groups have provided strategic forums for
policy and normative discussions but have been limited in their capacity to ensure accountability in cyberspace.

As Lewis explains, legal and political attribution of offensive cyberoperations should remain a sovereign
responsibility and a state should ultimately remain in charge of the evidentiary process and the political
analysis (trade-off) that comes with attribution.342  Yet, the multilateral dimension can offer strategic support
in “developing common evidentiary standards and information-sharing mechanisms for coordination of col-
lective attribution.”343 As Lewis adds, “Coordinated attribution of malicious activity will require better information
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sharing between partners, and perhaps new mechanisms for sharing and harmonization, but will greatly
strengthen the political effect of any accusation.”344 To increase accountability, states will also need to collab-
orate on “a broadly accepted menu of possible consequences and an ability to ensure that any consequences
imposed are both proportional to the initial incident and consistent with international law and practice.”345

This is a crucial collaborative endeavor, which could help address some of the most worrisome trends illus-
trated in this report, in particular the merger and exploitation of the cyberarms and cybercrime industries by
nation states. Such a multilateral accountability mechanism would be instrumental:

• To build capacity and strengthen methods and practices to monitor offensive activity by cyber proxies, and
support the evidentiary process required for coordinated attribution, investigation, and prosecution efforts,
both in situations of peace and conflict; this could lead to a coordinated capacity for technical, legal, and
political attribution that could benefit states with less expertise and capabilities. 

• To collaborate on a range of internationally lawful responses with important implications to hold states
and non-state actors accountable for hostile behaviors in cyberspace.

• To better analyze and anticipate current and evolving forms of offensive cyberoperations and the modus
operandi, strategies, and behaviors of cyber proxies; such anticipatory analysis and foresight capacity
could support prevention and mitigation of civilian harm and would progressively constitute an “institutional
memory” of evolving threats in cyberspace as a domain of conflict.

• To develop understanding of the evolving forms of dual-use technologies in cyberspace and related tech-
nological and knowledge transfer between actors; such interest in adaptive governance and responsible
innovation would help modernize disarmament and non-proliferation efforts.

• To support ongoing normative efforts that aim to clarify how international law applies to cyberspace, in
particular discussions to reaffirm states’ obligations and responsibilities (including in their relationships
with proxies) and to clarify the under-conceptualized, under-regulated zone that non-state actors occupy
in cyberspace (for example, the legal definition of cyber proxies or cyber mercenaries).

• To support capacity-building efforts that involve countries most impacted by the digital and cybersecurity
divides.



aI Artificial intelligence

ansa Armed non-state violent actors

apT Advanced persistent threat

CaC Cyberspace Administration of China

CIsa U.S. Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency

DDos Distributed denial of service

eU European Union

fbI Federal Bureau of Investigation of the United States

fsb Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation

GGe Group of Governmental Experts

GrU Main Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation

ICC International Criminal Court

ICrC International Committee of the Red Cross

ICrTf International Counter Ransomware Task Force

ICT Information and communication technology

IHl International humanitarian law

IHrl International human rights law

IlC International Law Commission

InTerpol International Criminal Police Organization

Is Islamic State

IT Information technology

naTo North Atlantic Treaty Organization

nsa U.S. National Security Agency

oeWG Open-ended Working Group

pMsC Private military and security companies

psoa Private sector offensive actors

saIC Science Applications International Corporation

sea Syrian Electronic Army

TTp Tactics, techniques, and procedures

UK United Kingdom

Un United Nations

UnoDC United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime

U.s. United States
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